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2 | AWAKEN PEOPLE TO THE
POTENTIAL TO STOP WAR

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon
Mother Mary and the Divine Director to awaken people from
the illusion that war is too big of an issue for us to do anything
about. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual beings
and that we can co-create a new future by working with the
ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to the existence of the ascended
masters. Awaken people to the Law of Free Will and that the
ascended masters have the power to remove war, but that we
who are in embodiment must give you the authority to do so.
O blessed Mary, Mother mine,
there is no greater love than thine,
as we are one in heart and mind,
my place in hierarchy I find.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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2. Mother Mary, awaken people to the existence of a force that
does not respect our free will but attempts to manipulate us
into creating and sustaining war.
I came to earth from heaven sent,
as I am in embodiment,
I use Divine authority,
commanding you to set earth free.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people from the tendency to reject, or
be reluctant to look at, the existence of a dark force. Help people see that this is what keeps the dark force in power on earth.
I call now in God’s sacred name,
for you to use your Mother Flame,
to burn all fear-based energy,
restoring sacred harmony.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
4. Mother Mary, awaken people to the fact that the only way to
stop war is to allow the ascended masters to remove the dark
force. Help people see that only those who are willing to take
responsibility for themselves can bring about this shift.
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Your sacred name I hereby praise,
collective consciousness you raise,
no more of fear and doubt and shame,
consume it with your Mother Flame.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people from the tendency to isolate
themselves and from their unwillingness to look for a deeper,
spiritual understanding of war. Help them see that focusing on
the positive and sending out good vibrations is not enough to
stop war.
All darkness from the earth you purge,
your light moves as a mighty surge,
no force of darkness can now stop,
the spiral that goes only up.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
6. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that we will not
truly change the earth by only focusing on ourselves and raising our own consciousness. It is necessary to look beyond ourselves and take responsibility for the planet, for humanity as a
whole.
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All elemental life you bless,
removing from them man-made stress,
the nature spirits are now free,
outpicturing Divine decree.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
7. Mother Mary, awaken people to the realty that the energy
vortexes that drive war are so powerful that even if all of the
spiritual and religious people on earth raised their own consciousness, it would not be enough to consume these vortexes.
I raise my voice and take my stand,
a stop to war I do command,
no more shall warring scar the earth,
a golden age is given birth.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
8. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that only the
power of the ascended masters can consume these vortexes.
Only the ascended masters have that power.
As Mother Earth is free at last,
disasters belong to the past,
your Mother Light is so intense,
that matter is now far less dense.
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O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
9. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that we alone
cannot remove war from planet earth. Only by working with
the ascended masters can war be removed.
In Mother Light the earth is pure,
the upward spiral will endure,
prosperity is now the norm,
God’s vision manifest as form.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.

Part 2
1. Divine Director, awaken people to the need for us to give
the ascended masters the authority to act on earth. We do this
only by understanding the dynamic of why war was created
and how it can continue.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, awaken people from the illusion that they
do not need to look at anything dark or evil. Help them see
how to look at darkness without giving it power.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, awaken people from the tendency that they
are willing to look at darkness but are then deceived into reacting with anger. Help them see that wanting to defeat the dark
forces does give power to darkness.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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4. Divine Director, awaken people to the Middle Way where
you look at darkness with non-attachment. You look at darkness in order to make precise calls for the ascended masters to
remove it.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that we do not
have to fight darkness. We allow the ascended masters to do
the work based on your higher vision.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Divine Director, awaken people from their fear of looking
at the darkness on earth. Help them see that we will not truly
improve things on earth without looking at and overcoming
our own fear.
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Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, awaken people to their inner knowing, their
inner ability to know and experience the reality of the spiritual
realm, the ascended masters and why we are here on earth.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Divine Director, awaken people to the fact that we have
been brought up in an environment that strongly discourages
us from listening to and following our inner knowing, our intuitive sense of what is right and what is our goal in life.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Divine Director, awaken people from the forgetfulness that
happens as we take embodiment. Help people see their reason
for taking embodiment at this time.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

Part 3
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to the fact that the idea that one
can be a spiritual person and make a contribution to improving
the world without looking at anything negative or evil is a programming created by the dark forces in order to prevent the
spiritual people from fulfilling their highest potential.
O blessed Mary, Mother mine,
there is no greater love than thine,
as we are one in heart and mind,
my place in hierarchy I find.
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O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
2. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that the dark
forces do not want to lose the grip they have on humanity and
this planet. Help people acknowledge this consciously.
I came to earth from heaven sent,
as I am in embodiment,
I use Divine authority,
commanding you to set earth free.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
3. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that a phenomenon as senseless as war cannot be caused by sensible, rational
reasons. War always involves an element of fanaticism that is
not rational.
I call now in God’s sacred name,
for you to use your Mother Flame,
to burn all fear-based energy,
restoring sacred harmony.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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4. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that fanaticism
allows people to compartmentalize their lives so they see no
discrepancy between their normal beliefs and the act of killing
others.
Your sacred name I hereby praise,
collective consciousness you raise,
no more of fear and doubt and shame,
consume it with your Mother Flame.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
5. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that the only way
to explain this irrational fanaticism is the existence of a dark
force, which has the ability to take over the minds of individual
human beings, even groups of human beings.
All darkness from the earth you purge,
your light moves as a mighty surge,
no force of darkness can now stop,
the spiral that goes only up.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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6. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that only the existence of a dark force can explain the senselessness and irrationality of war. We can remove war only by looking at this force
and making the calls for the ascended masters to deal with it.
All elemental life you bless,
removing from them man-made stress,
the nature spirits are now free,
outpicturing Divine decree.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
7. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that the only
explanation for the fanatical killing on earth is that there is
a dark force that overrides our free will and the deepest programming not to kill.
I raise my voice and take my stand,
a stop to war I do command,
no more shall warring scar the earth,
a golden age is given birth.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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8. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that the only way
to stop war is to remove this force from the earth. We human
beings have the authority to call for this and the ascended masters have the power to make it a reality.
As Mother Earth is free at last,
disasters belong to the past,
your Mother Light is so intense,
that matter is now far less dense.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
9. Mother Mary, awaken people to the reality that by giving the
ascended masters the authority and the energy to multiply, we
together can remove war from the earth.
In Mother Light the earth is pure,
the upward spiral will endure,
prosperity is now the norm,
God’s vision manifest as form.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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Part 4
1. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that change
needs to happen and that change is not going to be brought
about by people staying in fear where they think being loving
and kind is enough. Neither is change going to happen by people staying in anger where they think they have to be judgmental of or fight dark forces.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, awaken people to the higher sense of
responsibility where we realize that we do not have the power
or the responsibility for fighting dark forces. Our responsibility
is to educate ourselves to the existence of dark forces and then
share this knowledge and make the calls to the masters.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, awaken people to our reason for coming
into embodiment, our true, non-attached desire to help raise
this planet to a higher level. Help people transcend fear and
anger.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Divine Director, awaken people to the fact that stopping
war is not a goal in itself. The real, underlying dynamic is to
raise people’s state of consciousness. War will not be removed
from this earth until a critical mass of people have transcended
the consciousness that made war possible.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Divine Director, awaken people to the fact that as spiritual
people, who have started to awaken from the collective state
of mind, we have the right and the authority to call for the
ascended masters to reduce the power of the dark forces.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that when they
are no longer blinded by dark forces, people will have a real
choice to abandon the consciousness of war. The ascended
masters are not seeking to force people but to free their will
so that they can freely make the choice to transcend the consciousness that makes war possible.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that there is
a realistic potential that war can be removed from this planet
within the foreseeable future. Cosmic cycles are aligned so that
this can be achieved.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that war is not
inevitable. We are not disempowered when we work with the
ascended masters. By removing the power that the dark forces
have over people, the people will awaken to the fact that they
too are spiritual beings who have a higher goal and a higher
vision of their lives.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that there is
nothing that cannot be changed and overcome. There is nothing that is impossible because free will reigns supreme. When
a critical mass of people transcend the level of consciousness
that makes war seem desirable or inevitable, then the ascended
masters can and will remove war from this planet.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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4 | EXPOSING THE NON-PHYSICAL
CAUSES OF WAR

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon
Mother Mary, the Divine Director and Surya to expose that the
major causes of war are found in the form of dark forces in the
emotional, mental and identity realms. Awaken people to the
reality that we are spiritual beings and that we can co-create a
new future by working with the ascended masters. I especially
call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that
physical events are never exclusively caused by what happens
at the physical level. There are always hidden causes that reach
into the emotional, mental and identity realms.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose the existence of entities and demons in the astral plane, the astral pit.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that such
beings know they can continue to exist only by stealing emotional energy from human beings in embodiment.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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4. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that a
demon created out of violence can continue to exist only by
stealing energy from human beings who engage in violence.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that such
a demon has the ability to project thoughts and feelings into
the minds of human beings who are susceptible to the thought
matrix that created the demon.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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6. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that
because the demon was created collectively, it can overpower
the minds of individuals and propel them into engaging in
more violence, which then feeds the demon so that it becomes
even stronger.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that
there never has been a war that is caused exclusively by causes
at the material, physical level. A war is to a large degree caused
by demons in the astral plane who have taken over the minds
of individual people.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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8. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose how the
demons have no empathy with human beings and will cause a
war in order to make it easier for themselves to steal people’s
energies.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose how the
demons seek to break down the separation between the astral
and physical planes in order to steal people’s energy. Nothing
does this more effectively than a physical war where many people are killed on a battlefield.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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Part 2
1. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose the reality
of the aggressiveness of the entities and demons in the astral
plane.
Surya, cosmic being bright,
your balance is my pure delight,
I am in orbit round God Star,
in perfect unity we are.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

2. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
beings in the astral plane have no sympathy for humans and
that it is impossible to reason with them.
Surya, there is more to life,
than human conflict, war and strife,
your balance gives me inner peace,
all outer conflicts do now cease.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.
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3. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose the reality
that war is caused by forces that have no pity and no empathy
and that we cannot reason with them. There is no way to persuade the demons and entities in the astral plane to stop doing
what they are doing.
Surya, what a wondrous sight,
from Sirius you send the light,
of one mind, I now call to thee,
for your apprentice I would be.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

4. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that we
humans cannot deal with the forces in the astral plane but that
the ascended masters have the power to remove them all from
this planet.
Surya, radiate your light,
with balance you set all things right,
consuming energetic dross,
my letting go is not a loss.
Surya, banish all extremes,
Surya, shatter Serpent’s schemes,
Surya, balance to me bring,
Surya, making my heart sing.
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5. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
ascended masters need only the authorization from those of us
who are in embodiment in order to clear the astral plane from
all entities, demons and misqualified energies.
Surya, your light is alive,
for inner balance I do strive,
the alchemy is now begun,
my heart transformed into a sun.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

6. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that there
is a certain level of the astral plane where there are demons and
entities that simply feed off people.
Surya, come enlighten me,
duality you help me see,
extremes they cannot pull me in,
on Middle Way I always win.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.
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7. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that there
is a “higher” level of the astral plane where there are predatory
demons that actively go out and create the situations where
people are physically killed or in other ways are vulnerable to
having their energies stolen.
Surya, in your cosmic sphere,
with Cuzco I your light revere,
from your perspective o so grand,
life finally I understand.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

8. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that these
demons use more aggressive measures to manipulate people
into committing physical actions that make them vulnerable to
the astral plane.
Surya, show me God’s design,
I see that God is all benign,
you calm my feeling body’s storm,
I know the God beyond all form.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.
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9. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that there
is no physical action that opens up the vulnerability more than
the large-scale killing on a battlefield of war. These demons
will do everything in their powers to manipulate people into
killing or going to war.
Surya, I come from afar,
and as you show me my home star,
I see now my internal light,
a star I am in my own right.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

Part 3
1. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose the existence of fallen beings in the astral plane that started out as
either co-creators or angels in a previous sphere.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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2. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that these
fallen beings can appear to have a sophisticated consciousness
and ability to manipulate human beings, but they do not have
enough self-awareness to choose to do something differently.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that
in the mental octave are fallen beings that still have some
self-awareness. They have a mental, intellectual reasoning for
manipulating us.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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4. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that in
the mental level are fallen beings who have enough awareness
to know that they can have power over human beings and who
enjoy this.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
beings in the mental realm are not as aggressive as those in the
emotional realm. They are not seeking to overpower or force
people, they are seeking to persuade people.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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6. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
fallen beings in the mental realm have taken on an appearance as professors, learned people or philosophers. Some have
set themselves up as kings or emperors, taking on a seemingly
benign but very impressive and powerful appearance.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose how the
beings in the mental realm have created sophisticated reasonings that seek to justify why human beings kill each other and
engage in war.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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8. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
beings in the mental realm have taken over the minds of many
human beings, and this explains why people can engage in killing, even the long-term acts of planning for war or planning
for so-called defense, and feel it is a necessary and justifiable
act.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Divine Director, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
only way for people to feel that killing and war is necessary,
unavoidable or justified is when their minds have been taken
over by demons in the astral or mental realms.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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Part 4
1. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that in the
identity octave are fallen beings who appear even more benign
or more impressive than those in the mental realm. These
beings usually control people through the beings in the mental
or astral realms.
Surya, cosmic being bright,
your balance is my pure delight,
I am in orbit round God Star,
in perfect unity we are.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

2. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that when
a person is engaging in war and feeling it is justified, the person
is controlled directly by a being in the mental realm. The being
in the mental realm is then controlled by fallen beings in the
identity realm.
Surya, there is more to life,
than human conflict, war and strife,
your balance gives me inner peace,
all outer conflicts do now cease.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

3. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
beings in the mental and identity realms cannot be persuaded
by any argument we humans can come up with. They see us as
fundamentally inferior to themselves.
Surya, what a wondrous sight,
from Sirius you send the light,
of one mind, I now call to thee,
for your apprentice I would be.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

4. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
fallen beings in the mental and identity realms know that any
argument is just an argument and not an absolute truth. They
will use any argument to make us go to war with each other.
Surya, radiate your light,
with balance you set all things right,
consuming energetic dross,
my letting go is not a loss.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

5. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
fallen beings in the identity realm realize that none of the
causes on earth are valid or have any real significance. They
do not lead to the end that they claim to be leading towards
because it is all camouflage.
Surya, your light is alive,
for inner balance I do strive,
the alchemy is now begun,
my heart transformed into a sun.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

6. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that the
beings in the identity realm know that all of the epic dramas
have only one purpose, and that is to get people to engage in
war for the purpose of assisting the fallen beings in their battle
to prove God wrong.
Surya, come enlighten me,
duality you help me see,
extremes they cannot pull me in,
on Middle Way I always win.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

7. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that all of
the philosophies, religions and thought systems found on earth
are based on artificial causes. They are all camouflage for hiding the deeper cause of the fallen beings trying to prove God
wrong by getting human beings to misuse their free will.
Surya, in your cosmic sphere,
with Cuzco I your light revere,
from your perspective o so grand,
life finally I understand.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

8. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that war
has no rational reason at the physical level. Since the cause of
war is not found at the physical level, the way to remove war is
not found at the physical level either.
Surya, show me God’s design,
I see that God is all benign,
you calm my feeling body’s storm,
I know the God beyond all form.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

9. Beloved Surya, shatter the energy veil and expose that there
is something we human beings can do to remove war from this
planet. We can make the calls and transcend the consciousness
so that the ascended masters get the authority to remove the
forces that are creating war at the physical level.
Surya, I come from afar,
and as you show me my home star,
I see now my internal light,
a star I am in my own right.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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6 | AWAKEN PEOPLE TO THE NEED
FOR JUD GMENT

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call
upon Mother Mary, Surya and Alpha to awaken people to the
need for us to call forth the judgment of the demons and fallen
beings who create war. Awaken people to the reality that we
are spiritual beings and that we can co-create a new future by
working with the ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Beloved Surya, awaken people from the illusion of the
us-versus-them mentality, created by the entities, demons and
fallen beings in the three higher levels. Cut people free from
the argumentation that seemingly justifies taking action against
others based on separating humankind into easily-defined
categories.
Surya, cosmic being bright,
your balance is my pure delight,
I am in orbit round God Star,
in perfect unity we are.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

2. Beloved Surya, awaken people to the reality that when you
have the us-versus-them mentality, you are not serving to
actively remove war from this planet.
Surya, there is more to life,
than human conflict, war and strife,
your balance gives me inner peace,
all outer conflicts do now cease.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

3. Beloved Surya, awaken people to the reality that war is the
extreme outcome of a state of consciousness that divides reality into separate compartments. It defines a division between
groups of people, applies a value judgment, saying one group
is doing something wrong and the other group must stop this.
Surya, what a wondrous sight,
from Sirius you send the light,
of one mind, I now call to thee,
for your apprentice I would be.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

4. Beloved Surya, awaken people to the reality that the duality
consciousness always has two opposite polarities and uses this
to create the idea that there is an epic struggle and that some
people are on the wrong side of the struggle. Those who are on
the right side must force others for a greater good.
Surya, radiate your light,
with balance you set all things right,
consuming energetic dross,
my letting go is not a loss.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

5. Beloved Surya, awaken people from the illusion that we can
kill other human beings without affecting ourselves, even the
illusion that we are working for God’s cause by killing other
human beings.
Surya, your light is alive,
for inner balance I do strive,
the alchemy is now begun,
my heart transformed into a sun.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

6. Beloved Surya, awaken people to the reality that all human
beings came from the same source. All were originally created
as pure and innocent beings. We were all given free will, and
our present condition can be undone if we make choices that
undo our previous choices.
Surya, come enlighten me,
duality you help me see,
extremes they cannot pull me in,
on Middle Way I always win.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

7. Beloved Surya, awaken people to the reality that the entities
and demons in the astral plane were not created as self-aware
beings and they do not have the potential to choose. Such
beings must be consumed, and the ascended masters are fully
capable of doing this when we give them the authority.
Surya, in your cosmic sphere,
with Cuzco I your light revere,
from your perspective o so grand,
life finally I understand.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

8. Beloved Surya, awaken people to the reality that the level
of consciousness of the people in physical embodiment determines what is allowed to exist in the emotional, mental and
identity realms of earth. If a critical mass of people in physical
embodiment shift their consciousness upwards, the ascended
masters gain the authority to clean out the demons who are
below that level of consciousness.
Surya, show me God’s design,
I see that God is all benign,
you calm my feeling body’s storm,
I know the God beyond all form.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

9. Beloved Surya, awaken people to the reality that there is a
limit to what we can do by invoking spiritual light. The entities,
demons and fallen beings in the three higher octaves may not
respond to the light, and thus we have the authority to actively
call for their judgment.
Surya, I come from afar,
and as you show me my home star,
I see now my internal light,
a star I am in my own right.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

Part 2
1. Beloved Alpha, awaken people to the reality that here has
been a shift in the collective consciousness, meaning most
people no longer see it as honorable to go to war and seek
prestige by killing other people.
Beloved Alpha, God’s great plan,
in Central Sun it all began,
what wondrous vision of a world,
the cosmic spheres were then unfurled.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
2. Beloved Alpha, awaken people to the reality of spiritual
cycles. Help them see that we are now moving into a new cycle,
which means we can call forth the judgment of Christ for the
beings who will not make the shift in consciousness.
Beloved Alpha, serve the All,
this is Creator’s timeless call,
from out Creator’s perfect whole,
sprang lifestreams with a sacred goal.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
3. Beloved Alpha, awaken people to the reality that the judgment of Christ is based on the consciousness of Oneness. The
Christ consciousness knows that all life is one, that human
beings cannot be divided into separate compartments, that we
cannot apply a value judgment saying some people are evil and
deserve to be killed by the good.
Beloved Alpha, all was one,
as we were sent from Central Sun,
to you we shall in time return,
for cosmic union we do yearn.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
4. Beloved Alpha, awaken people to the reality that to the
Christ consciousness, all people are part of the one Body of
God on earth. What affects some human beings will affect the
whole, and therefore, it will effect us as well.
Beloved Alpha, I now see,
you with Omega form the key,
it was from your polarity,
that I received identity.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
5. Beloved Alpha, awaken people to the reality that in the
Christ consciousness there is no desire to destroy other people.
There is also no desire to punish other people because if we
punish others, we are punishing ourselves.
Beloved Alpha, cosmic gate,
the nexus of your figure-eight,
I sprang from Cosmic Cube so bright,
I am at heart a spark of light.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
6. Beloved Alpha, awaken people to the reality that the earth
is going through an interim period between Pisces and Aquarius. Humankind is meant to transcend the consciousness that
generates war, the idea that the ends can justify the means and
that it is justifiable to kill other people in order to achieve some
abstract goal defined by an abstract idea.
Beloved Alpha, from your womb,
I did descend to matter’s tomb,
but buried I will be no more,
my inner vision you restore.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
7. Beloved Alpha, awaken people from the illusion that an
abstract idea can justify the killing of a physical human being.
Help people see that if we do not transcend this consciousness,
the wars will only continue to become more severe until we
finally awaken.
Beloved Alpha, I now know,
the love you did on me bestow,
a co-creator, I will bring,
the light to make all matter sing.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
8. Beloved Alpha, awaken people to the reality that when a
planet moves into the transition phase, it becomes lawful for
those who are in embodiment to call forth the judgment of
human beings in embodiment and the non-material forces in
the three other realms.
Beloved Alpha, on this earth,
a new age we are giving birth,
for we are here to bring the love,
that you are sending from Above.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
9. Beloved Alpha, awaken people to the reality that by calling
forth the judgment of Christ upon certain forces and human
beings, they receive an extraordinary opportunity to choose
between light and darkness.
Beloved Alpha, you and me,
we form a true polarity,
as up Above, so here below,
with life’s own river I do flow.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.

Part 3
1. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the opportunity to call for the judgment of Christ and the need to do so
from a completely neutral state of mind.
Surya, cosmic being bright,
your balance is my pure delight,
I am in orbit round God Star,
in perfect unity we are.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

2. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the awareness
that the Christ consciousness wants to raise up all life. We raise
up other beings with free will by making it easier for them to
choose the light over darkness. We show them the light!
Surya, there is more to life,
than human conflict, war and strife,
your balance gives me inner peace,
all outer conflicts do now cease.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

3. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the reality that
because a majority of the people have started to acknowledge
the light, it is not within the Law of Free Will that a small
minority can hold back the transition into the next spiritual
cycle. There comes a point where beings have to make a choice
between the new and the old.
Surya, what a wondrous sight,
from Sirius you send the light,
of one mind, I now call to thee,
for your apprentice I would be.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

4. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the awareness that the ascended masters have the authority to confront
beings with the necessity to make a choice. What we can do is
to call upon the ascended masters to execute this judgment of
Christ for both people in embodiment and beings in the three
higher realms.
Surya, radiate your light,
with balance you set all things right,
consuming energetic dross,
my letting go is not a loss.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

5. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the absolute
need to call forth the judgment of Christ for the beings in
the astral plane who are mindlessly seeking to control human
beings into going to war again and again.
Surya, your light is alive,
for inner balance I do strive,
the alchemy is now begun,
my heart transformed into a sun.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

6. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the awareness
that for some of the beings in the astral, mental and identity
realms, the next logical step is the final judgment, leading to
the second death in which all of the negative momentums of a
lifestream are dissolved.
Surya, come enlighten me,
duality you help me see,
extremes they cannot pull me in,
on Middle Way I always win.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

7. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the awareness
that free will can be taken into such extremes by one individual
that it works against the forward progression and the choices
of the whole. There must be a certain balance, and the process
defined by the ascended masters has proven itself on many
different planets.
Surya, in your cosmic sphere,
with Cuzco I your light revere,
from your perspective o so grand,
life finally I understand.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

8. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the reality that
God never created hell. It was individual lifestreams with free
will who created their own hell. They are deciding how hellish it has to become before they have had enough and turn
around.
Surya, show me God’s design,
I see that God is all benign,
you calm my feeling body’s storm,
I know the God beyond all form.
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,
Surya,

banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

9. Beloved Surya, awaken the spiritual people to the awareness
that even though lifestreams are allowed to create their own
hell, there is a limit to how far this can go for a given planet. It
is time for us to decide that the hell of war shall no longer be
allowed on earth.
Surya, I come from afar,
and as you show me my home star,
I see now my internal light,
a star I am in my own right.
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banish all extremes,
shatter Serpent’s schemes,
balance to me bring,
making my heart sing.

Part 4
1. Beloved Alpha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
human beings in physical embodiment who believe in and act
upon the concept that it is justifiable to kill a physical human
being in order to defend or promote an abstract idea.
Beloved Alpha, God’s great plan,
in Central Sun it all began,
what wondrous vision of a world,
the cosmic spheres were then unfurled.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
2. Beloved Alpha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
entities, demons and fallen beings in the astral plane who are
controlling the minds of human beings, seeking to make them
kill others in order to defend or promote an abstract idea.
Beloved Alpha, serve the All,
this is Creator’s timeless call,
from out Creator’s perfect whole,
sprang lifestreams with a sacred goal.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
3. Beloved Alpha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
entities, demons and fallen beings in the mental octave who are
controlling the minds of human beings, seeking to make them
kill others in order to defend or promote an abstract idea.
Beloved Alpha, all was one,
as we were sent from Central Sun,
to you we shall in time return,
for cosmic union we do yearn.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
4. Beloved Alpha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
entities, demons and fallen beings in the identity octave who
are controlling the minds of human beings, seeking to make
them kill others in order to defend or promote an abstract idea.
Beloved Alpha, I now see,
you with Omega form the key,
it was from your polarity,
that I received identity.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
5. Beloved Alpha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
beings in and out of embodiment who will not let go of this
idea. I call for them to be removed from all four octaves of
planet earth so that their darkness can no longer weigh down
the planet and form a magnetic pull on the human beings in
embodiment.
Beloved Alpha, cosmic gate,
the nexus of your figure-eight,
I sprang from Cosmic Cube so bright,
I am at heart a spark of light.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
6. Beloved Alpha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
beings in the identity octave who are seeking to prove God
wrong.
Beloved Alpha, from your womb,
I did descend to matter’s tomb,
but buried I will be no more,
my inner vision you restore.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
7. Beloved Alpha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
beings in the identity octave who are willing to kill physical
human beings, and thereby deprive them of the opportunity
to be in physical embodiment, because of their abstract idea.
Beloved Alpha, I now know,
the love you did on me bestow,
a co-creator, I will bring,
the light to make all matter sing.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
8. Beloved Alpha, help all people rise above the consciousness
of dividing humankind based on the us-versus-them mentality. Help all people rise above the dualistic extreme and find
the balance of the Christ consciousness that knows all life is
One.
Beloved Alpha, on this earth,
a new age we are giving birth,
for we are here to bring the love,
that you are sending from Above.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
9. Beloved Alpha, help all people rise to the balanced awareness
that the ends of furthering an idea can never justify the means
of killing physical people. Help people see that it is never justified to kill physical people because of an abstract idea.
Beloved Alpha, you and me,
we form a true polarity,
as up Above, so here below,
with life’s own river I do flow.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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8 | SHAT TERING THE ILLUSION OF
FEAR

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call
upon Mother Mary, Archangel Michael and Shiva to shatter
the fear-based illusions that have caused so many wars on this
planet. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual beings
and that we can co-create a new future by working with the
ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in the Astral
plane and consume the demons that control people through
the fear of physically being attacked by others.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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2. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in the Astral
plane and consume the demons that seek to get one group of
people to attack another because they fear being attacked.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in the Astral
plane and consume the demons that cause two groups of
people to both build up their armies out of the fear of being
attacked by the other.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in the Astral
plane and consume the demons that seek to get one group of
people to go to war based on their perception that they would
be attacked by others.
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Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in the Astral
plane and consume the demons that seek to use dictators to
start war or genocide out of the extreme paranoia of fearing
another group of people.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. Archangel Michael, cut people free so they can see that once
you have entered a spiral of fear, you are looking for something
outside of yourself that can validate the fear. Your perception
actually manifests or magnetizes the external threat.
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Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, cut people free to see that physical
conditions never come before what is happening in the three
higher octaves. Fear never springs from a physical condition
but exists in the mind.
Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, cut people free to see that when we are
trapped in a downward spiral of fear, we can be free only by
experiencing what we fear. Only by experiencing that a physical condition cannot change us, can we escape the paranoia of
fearing what is not real.
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Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, cut people free so they can see that their
fear is an illusion, a product of their perception. Help them see
that they are psychological beings and that their life experience
depends more on what happens inside their minds than on
physical conditions.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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Part 2
1. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in the mental realm
and consume the demons and fallen beings who seek to control people through the desire for revenge, the desire to punish
other people.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

2. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in the mental realm
and consume the demons and fallen beings who seek to use a
political ideology or religious teaching to justify revenge and
punishment.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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3. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in the mental realm
and consume the demons and fallen beings who seek to get
people to go to war based on the concept of an epic battle
between good and evil. Consume the forces that use this epic
mindset to override the command not to kill.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

4. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in the mental realm
and consume the demons and fallen beings who use the epic
mindset to make a group of people believe their own desire for
revenge is justified by God and that God wants them to punish
another group of people.
O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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5. Beloved Shiva, cut people free to see that an outer enemy is
a manifestation of their own state of consciousness, meaning
the enemy is a substitute teacher. They only need this teacher
because they have not been willing to listen to the ascended
masters.
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

6. Beloved Shiva, cut people free so they can use any enemy
as a motivation for looking at themselves and transcending the
consciousness that precipitated the enemy. If they do not transcend that consciousness, they will attract another enemy.
O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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7. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in the astral plane
and consume the demons and fallen beings who seek to control people by using the raw emotions of hatred for another
group of people.
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

8. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in the astral plane
and consume the demons and entities created out of hatred,
those that hate human beings, hate life, and are programmed
to destroy anything positive.
O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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9. Beloved Shiva, cut free the people who are driven by hatred
towards other people. Help them see that they truly hate something within themselves and that they will only be free by healing their own minds.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,
with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

Part 3
1. Archangel Michael, consume the demons and fallen beings
in all four octaves who were behind the Nazi hatred against the
Jews and anyone else who was different.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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2. Archangel Michael, consume the demons and fallen beings
in all four octaves who were behind the Paranoia of Stalin’s
Russia and the Soviet Union.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, consume the demons and fallen beings
in all four octaves who were behind the paranoia of Mao’s
China.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, consume the demons and fallen beings
in all four octaves who are behind all paranoid dictatorships in
the world today.
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Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, consume the demons and fallen beings
in all four octaves who are preventing all nations, but especially
Russia and China, from questioning their past.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. Archangel Michael, consume the demons and fallen beings
in all four octaves who take over the minds of dictators and
induce in them an entirely irrational drive to kill all those who
could potentially oppose them.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, consume the demons and fallen beings
in all four octaves who controlled Hitler, Stalin, Mao and all
tyrannical dictators, past, present and future.
Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, consume the demons and fallen beings
in all four octaves who seek to precipitate mass killings because
they either want to steal people’s light or prove God wrong.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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9. Archangel Michael, cut people free to see that there is no
material or rational reason for mass killings. The only logical
explanation is the demons and fallen beings in the three higher
octaves and the fallen beings in embodiment.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

Part 4
1. Beloved Shiva, consume the demons and fallen beings in all
four octaves who seek to precipitate the mass killing of millions of people out of their hatred against life itself.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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2. Beloved Shiva, consume the demons and fallen beings in
all four octaves who believe it is their task to prove the fallacy
of God’s design of the universe and especially giving human
beings free will.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

3. Beloved Shiva, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
dictators, psychopaths or mass murderers who have lost all
rationality and kill out of hatred or because they cannot stop. I
demand that such people be removed from embodiment.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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4. Beloved Shiva, cut free the spiritual people to see that we
need to transcend the state of consciousness that precipitated these dictators and mass murderers before they can be
removed from embodiment.
O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

5. Beloved Shiva, I hereby make the call for the consciousness
of paranoia and extreme hatred that leads to mass killing to be
removed from the earth. I call for those beings in the physical,
emotional, mental and identify realms who embody this consciousness to also be removed from the earth.
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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6. Beloved Shiva, I hereby make an act of conscious free will
that says: Enough is enough. I demand that the Law of Free
Will is activated and that the ascended masters remove such
lifestreams and the consciousness they embody.
O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

7. Beloved Shiva, cut free the spiritual people so they can
acknowledge the spiritual causes of war without dwelling upon
the brutality of war. Help them see that if we do not challenge
the consciousness of war, then nothing can stop war.
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

8. Beloved Shiva, I for one hereby determine to take my stand
and demand an end to the consciousness of paranoia and its
manifestations on earth.
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O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

9. Beloved Shiva, I hereby determine that the consciousness
of paranoia and the mindset of hatred of other people is no
longer acceptable to me. I hereby use my free will to give the
ascended masters the authority to remove the consciousness
of war, and all beings who embody it, from the four octaves
of earth.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,
with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
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fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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10 | SHAT TERING THE WARRIOR
MENTALIT Y

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call
upon Mother Mary, Shiva and Archangel Michael to remove
the warrior mentality from this planet. Awaken people to the
reality that we are spiritual beings and that we can co-create a
new future by working with the ascended masters. I especially
call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and shatter and consume the warrior mentality in all of its
disguises.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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2. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and shatter the mindset that war is desirable or is something
from which one can gain honor.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

3. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and shatter the mindset that it is desirable for young men to
go to war in order to prove their valor or to gain self-worth by
proving their ability to kill other human beings.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

4. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and shatter and consume the “us versus them” mentality in all
of its disguises.
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O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

5. Beloved Shiva, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
fallen beings who invented the warrior culture and brought it
to earth. Manifest your Presence in all four octaves and remove
those fallen beings and all who will not let go of the warrior
culture.
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

6. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and cut free all people from the warrior culture that causes
people to spend an entire lifetime developing the ability to kill
other people in battle.
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O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

7. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote any idea that justifies the epic struggle that make it desirable for “us” to kill “them.”
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

8. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote the mindset that warriors have the right to go to war and
defeat the enemy in order to get honor and self-respect.
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O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

9. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in the identity octave
and bind and consume the fallen beings who use the warrior
mentality to get human beings in embodiment to fight each
other.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,
with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

Part 2
1. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four
octaves and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings
who promote a culture that causes children to play war games
or play with war-like toys.
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Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
2. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four
octaves and cut people free to see how the warrior mentality
becomes a closed circle because a warrior must justify his or
her existence by having an enemy to fight.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four
octaves and consume the mentality that their nation needs a
large military in which those who are professionally involved
have the warrior mentality.
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Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four
octaves and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings
who promote the warrior mentality and the need to have an
army.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, cut people free to see that when millions
of people direct their attention towards being able to fight any
opponent, then they feed their emotional, mental and identity
energies into a matrix that attracts an enemy.
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Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and shatter the warrior mentality that is one cause behind the
many large-scale military conflicts seen over the past century.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, cut people free to see the futility of the
warrior mentality and see that only after they stop behaving
like warriors will the outer enemy disappear.
Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in the emotional
octave and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings
who keep people trapped in the addiction to war, to fighting,
to the adrenaline rush.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, cut people free from the sense that their
lives gain meaning when they go to war. Cut them free from
the sense that without war, their lives are empty.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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Part 3
1. Beloved Shiva, cut free the people who are ready to step out
of duality but who feel their lives are empty. Cut them free to
find the spiritual path and discover meaning and purpose in
serving the whole.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

2. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote the addiction that makes people feel they are the best
warriors, that war has become a form of contest or sporting
game.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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3. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote the mentality that a certain country has the best soldiers
and could defeat any enemy.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

4. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote the idea that national pride is based on the ability to kill
and that there is a contest of war between nations.
O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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5. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote war-like games in a non-lethal version through international sporting competitions.
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

6. Beloved Shiva, cut people free to see that the ability to fight
a war does not prove the superiority of a nation. The more military hardware and capability a nation has, the more it proves
its inferiority when it comes to the values behind modern,
democratic civilization.
O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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7. Beloved Shiva, cut people free to see that separation and
duality is the cause of the world’s conflicts and that a new set
of values need to be developed, based on the underlying reality
of the oneness of all life.
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

8. Beloved Shiva, cut people free to see that the most sophisticated nations are those who have developed the greatest ability
to work together by finding solutions that benefit all parties
because they are based on the values of oneness.
O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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9. Beloved Shiva, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote the mentality that the military is an end in itself, based on
the illusion that if one side abandoned the military, the other
side would take over the world.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,
with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

Part 4
1. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote the mentality that justifies the existence of the military
and seeks to perpetuate it indefinitely through an ever-increasing spending on weapons.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
2. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four octaves
and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings who promote the illusion that you can create an ultimate weapon that
has no counter-measure.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, cut people free to see that when you go
into duality, anything you do creates an opposite. Therefore,
any weapon that could ever be developed has a counter-measure and this perpetuates military spending indefinitely.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four
octaves and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings
who are seeking to create some ultimate state in the material
world that God cannot override or break down.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, cut free people to see the futility and the
fallacy of the quest of the fallen angels so they will awaken to
the need to no more allow this to cause conflict and suffering
on earth.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. Archangel Michael, cut people free to look at suffering and
say: “No more! We do not want this anymore. We have had
enough of the suffering. We have had enough of having our
lives destroyed by the misguided quest of the fallen beings. We
have had enough of the arms race that has been so prominent
in the world in the last hundred years and even beyond.”
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, cut people free to see that it is meaningless that peoples’ lives are swallowed up in an impossible quest
for the ultimate weapon, the ultimate military capability. It is
meaningless that the finances of nations are swallowed up in
this.
Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, manifest your Presence in all four
octaves and bind and consume the demons and fallen beings
who promote the illusion that it is necessary to spend so much
money on the military when millions of people are starving and
two-thirds of the world’s population live beneath the poverty
level.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, I hereby look at those beings in the warrior mentality and by the authority of the Christ within me,
I say: “You have no more place on this planet. Your warrior
mentality has no more place on this planet. You must either
abandon it or find some other planet for I will no longer allow
this one to be destroyed or to live in constant fear because of
your war games. Enough of the war games. Enough of the war.
Enough of the warriors.”
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Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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12 | JUD GING WAR FOR PROFIT

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call
upon Mother Mary, Archangel Michael, the Divine Director
and the seven Archangels to judge and remove all beings, in
and out of embodiment, who promote war as a means to gain
profit. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual beings
and that we can co-create a new future by working with the
ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the people who are committing or planning war or aggression
for material gain.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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2. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the demons and fallen beings in the astral plane who are behind
warfare for physical plunder. I command you to remove these
beings from earth.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the military-industrial complex and the corporations who make
money on war.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the defense industry. I call for the exposure of its political
power through job creation, corruption or lobbying.
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Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ
upon upon the fallen beings and demons in the three higher
octaves who are behind the defense industry. I command you
to remove these beings from earth.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the war industry and its desire to increase its profits by making more war materials plus more sophisticated and expensive
weapons.
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Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves who
are behind the war industry and who induce the never-ending desire for greater profits. I command you to remove these
beings from earth.
Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the military-industrial complex and the strategy of developing
a seemingly ultimate weapon while hiding its counter measure.
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Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the war industry and its willingness to sell weapons to the highest bidder, even to sell the counter measure to one weapon to
the opposing side in order to create or maintain an arms race.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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Part 2
1. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves who are
behind the arms race and who seek to turn it into a never-ending quest for the ultimate weapon. I command you to remove
these beings from earth.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
people who believe the economy depends on the war industry
and that sufficient jobs cannot be created without it. Awaken
people to the lie behind this belief.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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3. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves who
are hiding the fact that the cosmic mirror returns whatever we
send out multiplied. I command you to remove these beings
from earth.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves who
are hiding the fact that an industry that has a positive purpose
will increase the amount of wealth available. I command you
to remove these beings from earth.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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5. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves who
are hiding the fact that the war industry is decreasing the total
amount of wealth by generating a profit for a small elite. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the politicians who believe that their nations or their states
are dependent upon the military-industrial complex, the war
industry. Awaken people to the lie behind this belief.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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7. Divine Director, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves who will
do anything in their power to prevent people from seeing the
true cost of the war industry. I command you to remove these
beings from earth.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Divine Director, awaken people to the fact that when industry is redirected at spending resources and ingenuity on producing something that is good for the whole, then the economy
will create more jobs and more wealth than the military-industrial complex.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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9. Divine Director, I call for the exposure of the most subtle connections between money and war. I call for the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons in the three
higher octaves and the human beings in embodiment who seek
to hide these connections.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

Part 3
1. Mother Mary, awaken people to see the connection of how
war has been used to justify a false monetary system and create
greater and greater profits for a small elite.
O blessed Mary, Mother mine,
there is no greater love than thine,
as we are one in heart and mind,
my place in hierarchy I find.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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2. Mother Mary, awaken people to the fact that in a false economy, one must create artificial spending, and war or the threat
of war is the primary means for doing this.
I came to earth from heaven sent,
as I am in embodiment,
I use Divine authority,
commanding you to set earth free.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
3. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves and the
human beings in embodiment who are maintaining the false
economy and its artificial spending justified by war. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
I call now in God’s sacred name,
for you to use your Mother Flame,
to burn all fear-based energy,
restoring sacred harmony.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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4. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves and the
human beings in embodiment who are deliberately using war
in order to force nations to spend more money than they have.
I command you to remove these beings from earth.
Your sacred name I hereby praise,
collective consciousness you raise,
no more of fear and doubt and shame,
consume it with your Mother Flame.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
5. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings in embodiment who are supplying the money and
the weapons to one or both sides in order to make a profit on
war. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
All darkness from the earth you purge,
your light moves as a mighty surge,
no force of darkness can now stop,
the spiral that goes only up.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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6. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves and the
human beings in embodiment who are deliberately creating
war in order to force nations to use their weapons and buy
more. I command you to remove these beings from earth.
All elemental life you bless,
removing from them man-made stress,
the nature spirits are now free,
outpicturing Divine decree.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
7. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves and the
human beings in embodiment who have turned war into the
greatest money-making machine. I command you to remove
these beings from earth.
I raise my voice and take my stand,
a stop to war I do command,
no more shall warring scar the earth,
a golden age is given birth.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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8. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves and the
human beings in embodiment who are behind the creation
of the false money system. I command you to remove these
beings from earth.
As Mother Earth is free at last,
disasters belong to the past,
your Mother Light is so intense,
that matter is now far less dense.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
9. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons in the three higher octaves and the
human beings in embodiment who are behind the use of war
as a way to manipulate the money system. I command you to
remove these beings from earth.
In Mother Light the earth is pure,
the upward spiral will endure,
prosperity is now the norm,
God’s vision manifest as form.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
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Part 4
1. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the people from
embodiment who will not give up the manipulation of the
money system.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
2. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the people from
embodiment who are using war to manipulate the money
system.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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3. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the
astral plane who want to escalate war so they can steal people’s
energy.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the
astral plane who want to escalate the debt economy so they can
enslave more and more people under this burden of debt and
thereby steal their energy.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the
mental realm who are fueling war by providing the justification
for war and for the current economy.
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Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the
mental realm who are using their intellectual capability to
explain why the economy is the way it is, why it has to be the
way it is and how it can be made to function even though it
cannot function.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. I call to the seven Archangels to remove the beings in the
identity realm who have a deeper agenda of using money to
enslave people and using war to cause them to destroy themselves in order to prove God wrong.
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Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. I call to the seven Archangels to awaken all people from
hopelessness and the sense of being powerless. Awaken people to the reality that when we work with the ascended masters,
there is indeed something we can do.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. I call to the seven Archangels to awaken the people who
have embodied at this time in order to be part of the upward
movement that will take earth away from the control of the
fallen beings. Awaken people to their potential to activate the
Law of the Multiplied Return by working with the ascended
masters.
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Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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13 | EXPOSING THE FALSE MONEY
SYSTEM

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call
upon Mother Mary, Saint Germain and the Divine Director to
awaken people from the illusions behind the false money system. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual beings
and that we can co-create a new future by working with the
ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that one cannot
fully understand money without having a spiritual awareness.
O Saint Germain, you do inspire,
my vision raised forever higher,
with you I form a figure-eight,
your Golden Age I co-create.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
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2. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that one cannot understand the connection between war and money if one
does not incorporate the existence of fallen beings who are
not thinking rationally but have other motives, other ways of
thinking.
O Saint Germain, what Freedom Flame,
released when we recite your name,
acceleration is your gift,
our planet it will surely lift.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
3. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the fallen
beings are not necessarily spending money to make a direct
profit. They have some other goal that cannot easily be understood through rational thinking.
O Saint Germain, in love we claim,
our right to bring your violet flame,
from you Above, to us below,
it is an all-transforming flow.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
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4. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that there is no
conscious conspiracy that rules the world. There is an unconscious conspiracy, namely a number of fallen beings in and out
of embodiment who are so trapped in their downward spiral
that they cannot see that it is leading to their own destruction.
O Saint Germain, I love you so,
my aura filled with violet glow,
my chakras filled with violet fire,
I am your cosmic amplifier.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
5. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the issue of
money is complicated because the fallen beings have made it
so in order to hide what is really going on.
O Saint Germain, I am now free,
your violet flame is therapy,
transform all hang-ups in my mind,
as inner peace I surely find.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the fallen
beings have created many conspiracy theories in order to discredit the theories that expose their existence and methods.
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O Saint Germain, my body pure,
your violet flame for all is cure,
consume the cause of all disease,
and therefore I am all at ease.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
7. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that money
should be nothing more than a medium of exchange. In
a golden age economy there is a direct connection between
money and something of real value, such as goods or services.
O Saint Germain, I’m karma-free,
the past no longer burdens me,
a brand new opportunity,
I am in Christic unity.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that money is
not the root of all evil. It is when money becomes more than a
medium of exchange that it becomes a tool for evil.
O Saint Germain, we are now one,
I am for you a violet sun,
as we transform this planet earth,
your Golden Age is given birth.
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O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to the fact that in an ideal
economy money must never gain intrinsic value. If you allow
money to take on a life of its own, it will own you.
O Saint Germain, the earth is free,
from burden of duality,
in oneness we bring what is best,
your Golden Age is manifest.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.

Part 2
1. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that when
money takes on inherent value, a small elite, namely the fallen
beings in embodiment, will use the potential for making money
off of money.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that when you
are making money off of money, then you are not within the
law that raises the whole. You are decreasing the total amount
of wealth in the world.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the billionaires in today’s world have become rich because the fallen
beings have created a false economy that allows the concentration of wealth in the hands of a small elite.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the entire
economy of the world is a false, manipulated economy created
by the fallen beings. One of their primary means for creating
this false economy is the idea that you can create money and
then lend it out with interest.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that in a golden
age economy, a business producing goods or services that are
aimed at raising the whole will not have to pay interest.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that in an ideal
economy, society will provide the money to start a business
because this will activate the Law of Increasing Return.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that there is no
need to have private banks lend money and gain interest when
society would benefit more from lending the money without
interest.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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8. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the idea
that private banks needs to create money, lend it out and charge
interest is created by the fallen beings. It has one purpose,
namely to concentrate wealth in the hands of a small elite.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the fallen
beings have deliberately made the economy so complicated
that hardly anyone can understand it. Yet the economy is very
simple.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
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Part 3
1. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that we have
an economy that is designed to allow a small elite to exploit
the general population through money. All monetary instruments camouflage the fact that a small elite controls the money
system.
O Saint Germain, you do inspire,
my vision raised forever higher,
with you I form a figure-eight,
your Golden Age I co-create.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
2. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that in an ideal
economy, society will control the money system because people will see that nothing is more important for the prosperity
of a society than a naturally functioning money system.
O Saint Germain, what Freedom Flame,
released when we recite your name,
acceleration is your gift,
our planet it will surely lift.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
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3. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that what has
allowed the fallen beings to create the artificial money system
is war. What we have today is a wartime economy.
O Saint Germain, in love we claim,
our right to bring your violet flame,
from you Above, to us below,
it is an all-transforming flow.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
4. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the wartime
economy began with medieval kings who wanted to expand
their territory. They needed to raise money for war beyond
what could be produced by their citizens.
O Saint Germain, I love you so,
my aura filled with violet glow,
my chakras filled with violet fire,
I am your cosmic amplifier.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
5. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that producing
weapons for war will not grow the overall economy. If you
create the production capability to produce weapons and an
army, you are taking value away from your country’s economy.
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O Saint Germain, I am now free,
your violet flame is therapy,
transform all hang-ups in my mind,
as inner peace I surely find.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
6. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that the only
way to produce weapons is to disconnect money from the
exchange of real goods, giving money intrinsic value.
O Saint Germain, my body pure,
your violet flame for all is cure,
consume the cause of all disease,
and therefore I am all at ease.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
7. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that a leader can
now create more money than the goods produced in his country. He can use that money to buy something that the normal
production capacity cannot produce.
O Saint Germain, I’m karma-free,
the past no longer burdens me,
a brand new opportunity,
I am in Christic unity.
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O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
8. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that war always
produces a deficit in the economy. The fallen beings then
cover over the deficit with the money they have created out of
nothing, but this pushes the debt into the future.
O Saint Germain, we are now one,
I am for you a violet sun,
as we transform this planet earth,
your Golden Age is given birth.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
9. Saint Germain, awaken people to the reality that there are
different classes of fallen beings. Some have a primitive quest
for power, and they were the kings. The more sophisticated
fallen beings became the bankers.
O Saint Germain, the earth is free,
from burden of duality,
in oneness we bring what is best,
your Golden Age is manifest.
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O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.

Part 4
1. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the kings
were often controlled by fallen beings in the emotional realm
or the mental realm. The bankers were controlled by fallen
beings in the identity realm who had a hidden agenda.
Divine Director, I now see,
the world is unreality,
in my heart I now truly feel,
the Spirit is all that is real.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
2. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the more
sophisticated fallen beings took advantage of the more primitive fallen beings to create an economy that furthers their ends.
Divine Director, vision give,
in clarity I want to live,
I now behold my plan Divine,
the plan that is uniquely mine.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
3. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the kings
waging war and the bankers making money were just pawns in
a larger game, and this game was played by the fallen beings in
the identity realm.
Divine Director, show in me,
the ego games, and set me free,
help me escape the ego’s cage,
to help bring in the golden age.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
4. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the fallen
beings in the identity realm want to prove God wrong by getting self-aware co-creators to misuse their free will to the point
where they destroy themselves, rather than grow in self-awareness. They do this by creating war and by creating debt.
Divine Director, I’m with you,
my vision one, no longer two,
as karma’s veil you do disperse,
I see a whole new universe.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
5. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that debt neutralizes the natural Law of a Multiplied Return by creating an
artificial economy. It is a downward spiral because it is constantly pushing a snowball of debt in front of it that becomes
bigger and bigger until it can no longer be paid back.
Divine Director, I go up,
electric light now fills my cup,
consume in me all shadows old,
bestow on me a vision bold.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
6. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the fallen
beings are not concerned about having the debt paid back.
They want the nations to continue to pay the interest because
the interest is what they can use to grow their own wealth and
power.
Divine Director, heart of gold,
my sacred labor I unfold,
o blessed Guru, I now see,
where my own plan is taking me.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
7. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that money is
created out of nothing, but the interest is taken from the people and their labor. The bankers provide something that has no
intrinsic value, and they get something back that has intrinsic
value because it is tied to people’s labor.
Divine Director, by your grace,
in grander scheme I find my place,
my individual flame I see,
uniqueness God has given me.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
8. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that the fallen
beings are indirectly reaping the fruits of peoples’ labor. The
feudal system of the Middle Ages is still in existence, only it
has become hidden through the veil of the complexity of the
money system.
Divine Director, vision one,
I see that I AM God’s own Sun,
with your direction so Divine,
I am now letting my light shine.
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Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.
9. Divine Director, awaken people to the reality that behind
this is the larger rationale of creating a self-destructive economy that decreases the amount of wealth and, thereby, serves
the end of causing a self-destructive spiral.
Divine Director, what a gift,
to be a part of Spirit’s lift,
to raise mankind out of the night,
to bask in Spirit’s loving sight.
Divine Director, send the light,
from blindness clear my inner sight,
my vision free, my vision clear,
your guidance is forever here.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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15 | JUD GING THE INSATIABLE
QUEST FOR POWER

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call
upon Mother Mary, Archangel Michael and Sanat Kumara for
the judgment of the beings in all four octaves who have an
insatiable desire for power. Awaken people to the reality that
we are spiritual beings and that we can co-create a new future
by working with the ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings who are trapped in the insatiable desire for
power, expressed as the quest for a higher civilization, a Utopia, based on centralized control. I demand that these beings
be removed from the earth.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
2. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings who will not see that it
will never be enough power because in the duality consciousness, nothing can be enough. I demand that this consciousness
and these beings be removed from the earth.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings behind the Roman
civilization and its attempt to conquer the world. I demand
that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the
earth.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ
upon the consciousness and the fallen beings behind the Nazi
empire. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be
removed from the earth.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings behind the Communist
empire. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be
removed from the earth.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings who think that with
the development of technology, they can conquer and control
the world. I demand that this consciousness and these beings
be removed from the earth.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings behind the quest to
conquer something outside yourself through force. I demand
that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the
earth.
Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings who are addicted
to forcing other people to comply with a dualistic vision. I
demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed
from the earth.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings who take everything
towards an extreme in an unbalanced quest for power and
control. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be
removed from the earth.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
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Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

Part 2
1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the fallen beings and their dream that they
are doing something benign, even doing something for God,
by establishing a centralized civilization based on force and
control. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be
removed from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I seek my place in love’s own choir,
with open hearts we sing your praise,
together we the earth do raise.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the fallen beings who refuse to see that the
earth is too big for human beings to control the entire planet.
I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed
from the earth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
initiations I desire,
I am for you an electrode,
Shamballa is my true abode.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings who are completely
trapped in their quest for power for the sake of their own
sense of superiority. I demand that this consciousness and
these beings be removed from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I follow path that you require,
initiate me with your love,
the open door for Holy Dove.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
4. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the fallen beings who are seeking to prove
God wrong by using an epic philosophy. I demand that this
consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
your great example all inspire,
with non-attachment and great mirth,
we give the earth a true rebirth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
5. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the sophisticated fallen beings who portray
the power-hungry fallen beings as evil in order to justify getting
people to fight them. I demand that this consciousness and
these beings be removed from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are this planet’s purifier,
consume on earth all spirits dark,
reveal the inner Spirit Spark.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
6. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings that seek to prevent
people from seeing the illusion of the duality consciousness. I
demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed
from the earth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are a cosmic amplifier,
the lower forces can’t withstand,
vibrations from Venusian band.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the fallen beings who in their quest for
power have started wars and conflicts. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I am on earth your magnifier,
the flow of love I do restore,
my chakras are your open door.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the fallen beings who use religion, especially
Islam and Christianity, to justify war and conflict. I demand
that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the
earth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
Venusian song the multiplier,
as we your love reverberate,
the densest minds we penetrate.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
9. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the laggard beings who embody in the Middle East and will not stop warring. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are for all the sanctifier,
the earth is now a holy place,
purified by cosmic grace.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.

Part 3
1. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the laggard beings so they are faced with the choice to stop
warring or be removed from this planet. I demand that this
consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.
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Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
2. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings who will not abandon
war and conflict as a tool for gaining power and control. I
demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed
from the earth.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings who create conflict in
order to gain power and control. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.
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Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, cut free the spiritual people so they
can see and transcend the fallen consciousness and demand
that those who will not abandon this consciousness will be
removed from the earth so that this planet can move higher in
its evolution.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, cut free the spiritual people to claim
their right to look at what is happening on this planet and say:
“This activity is not acceptable to me. It is not an expression
of my state of consciousness. Because I have transcended it,
I have a right to demand that it be removed from the earth.”
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Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. Archangel Michael, cut free the spiritual people to see that
we are not opposing other people or the lower state of consciousness. We are separating ourselves and claiming our right
to demand that this state of consciousness be removed from
the earth.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, by the authority of the Christ within me,
I hereby give the authority to the ascended masters and the
seven Archangels to confront the people who are blinded by
the fallen state of consciousness.
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Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, cut free the spiritual people to see that
if no one is objecting, people are silently accepting what the
fallen beings are doing. Awaken them to their right to say:
“This is not acceptable to us,” whereby we give the ascended
masters authority to step in.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, awaken the spiritual people to see that
because the fallen beings are deliberately seeking to force the
will of other people, the law makes it legal for the ascended
masters to confront these people with the fact that there is an
alternative to their state of consciousness.
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Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

Part 4
1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the fallen beings in the three higher octaves
of earth. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be
removed from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I seek my place in love’s own choir,
with open hearts we sing your praise,
together we the earth do raise.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
2. Sanat Kumara, I demand that the seven archangels send
your legions to clear out all perverted energies of the seven
rays that form vortexes in the four octaves of earth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
initiations I desire,
I am for you an electrode,
Shamballa is my true abode.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
3. Sanat Kumara, awaken the spiritual people to see our correct
relationship with the ascended masters, so that we can collectively invoke enough energy for the Archangels to remove all
fallen beings and demons of war and power from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I follow path that you require,
initiate me with your love,
the open door for Holy Dove.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
4. Sanat Kumara, cut free the spiritual people from the desire
to be the prince on the white horse, to be the knight in shining
armor, who saves the world.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
your great example all inspire,
with non-attachment and great mirth,
we give the earth a true rebirth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
5. Sanat Kumara, awaken the spiritual people to see that we are
all part of the Body of God on earth when we achieve vertical
oneness and horizontal oneness. We are one with the ascended
masters above and one with all people below.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are this planet’s purifier,
consume on earth all spirits dark,
reveal the inner Spirit Spark.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
6. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the fallen beings and their quest to establish
control through sameness. I demand that this consciousness
and these beings be removed from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are a cosmic amplifier,
the lower forces can’t withstand,
vibrations from Venusian band.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
consciousness and the fallen beings promoting the idea that
one religion or ideology needs to eradicate all competitors. I
demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed
from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I am on earth your magnifier,
the flow of love I do restore,
my chakras are your open door.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the consciousness and the fallen beings who are on a quest
to establish a dominant religion, ideology or nation. I demand
that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the
earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
Venusian song the multiplier,
as we your love reverberate,
the densest minds we penetrate.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
9. Sanat Kumara, awaken the spiritual people from the tendency to be pulled into the rivalry between competing groups
of fallen beings, all of them blinded by the illusion of ultimate
power and control.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are for all the sanctifier,
the earth is now a holy place,
purified by cosmic grace.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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17 | JUD GING FANATICISM

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon
Mother Mary, Jesus, Lord Maitreya, Gautama Buddha and
Sanat Kumara for the judgment of the consciousness of fanaticism and the beings who embody it in all four octaves. Awaken
people to the reality that we are spiritual beings and that we can
co-create a new future by working with the ascended masters.
I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who use ideas to justify getting people to go to war. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from
the earth.
O Jesus, blessed brother mine,
I walk the path that you outline,
a great example to us all,
I follow now your inner call.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
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2. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who know that in order to get people to kill each other on a large scale, they have to override
the programming that prompts people not to kill in order to
preserve the species. Archangel Michael, remove these beings
from the earth.
O Jesus, open inner sight,
the ego wants to prove it’s right,
but this I will no longer do,
I want to be all one with you.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
3. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who promote the idea of “nature red
in tooth and claw” and that it is normal or natural to kill. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth.
O Jesus, I now clearly see,
the Key of Knowledge given me,
my Christ self I hereby embrace,
as you fill up my inner space.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
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4. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who promote the idea that we must
kill others in order to survive, thereby neutralizing the programming not to kill. Archangel Michael, remove these beings
from the earth.
O Jesus, show me serpent’s lie,
expose the beam in my own eye,
as Christ discernment you me give,
in oneness I forever live.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
5. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who use science to promote killing
as normal, natural or justifiable. Archangel Michael, remove
these beings from the earth.
O Jesus, I am truly meek,
and thus I turn the other cheek,
when the accuser attacks me,
I go within and merge with thee.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
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6. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who use religion to promote killing
as normal, natural or justifiable. Archangel Michael, remove
these beings from the earth.
O Jesus, ego I let die,
surrender ev’ry earthly tie,
the dead can bury what is dead,
I choose to walk with you instead.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
7. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality that they
themselves have created the imbalance in nature that makes
killing seem natural. Archangel Michael, remove these beings
from the earth.
O Jesus, help me rise above,
the devil’s test through higher love,
show me separate self unreal,
my formless self you do reveal.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
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8. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality that it
was the descent of human beings into the duality consciousness, and the incarnation of fallen beings, that led to the current imbalance. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from
the earth.
O Jesus, what is that to me,
I just let go and follow thee,
with this I do pass ev’ry test,
to find with you eternal rest.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
9. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the idea that war,
and the ideas that justify it, were introduced to this planet by
the fallen beings who incarnated here. Archangel Michael,
remove these beings from the earth.
O Jesus, fiery master mine,
my heart now melting into thine,
I love with heart and mind and soul,
the God who is my highest goal.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
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Part 2
1. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality that
war creates imbalances and karma that people themselves will
experience in a future lifetime. Archangel Michael, remove
these beings from the earth.
Maitreya, I am truly meek,
your counsel wise I humbly seek,
your vision I so want to see,
with you in Eden I will be.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
2. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who are using a state of imbalance
they have created in order to define a new norm, and then they
use the new norm to justify perpetuating the condition. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth.
Maitreya, help me to return,
to learn from you, I truly yearn,
as oneness is all I desire
I feel initiation’s fire.
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Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
3. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who have captured the “privilege
of formulating the problem” and are using it to justify getting people to kill each other through war. Archangel Michael,
remove these beings from the earth.
Maitreya, I hereby decide,
from you I will no longer hide,
expose to me the very lie
that caused edenic self to die.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
4. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who use the serpentine logic to
define two opposites and say they are in a fatal conflict. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth.
Maitreya, blessed Guru mine,
my heart of hearts forever thine,
I vow that I will listen well,
so we can break the serpent’s spell.
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Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
5. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who use serpentine logic to get
two groups of people to go to war while both believe they
are peaceful and the other is the aggressor. Archangel Michael,
remove these beings from the earth.
Maitreya, help me see the lie
whereby the serpent broke the tie,
the serpent now has naught in me,
in oneness I am truly free.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
6. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who use serpentine logic to hide
that there is always an alternative to going to war. Archangel
Michael, remove these beings from the earth.
Maitreya, truth does set me free
from falsehoods of duality,
the fruit of knowledge I let go,
so your true spirit I do know.
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Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
7. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who use serpentine logic to dehumanize both groups so they will not see each other as individual human beings. Archangel Michael, remove these beings
from the earth.
Maitreya, I submit to you,
intentions pure, my heart is true,
from ego I am truly free,
as I am now all one with thee.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
8. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who promote the idea of the epic
struggle and use it to create the fanaticism that can override
the programming not to kill. Archangel Michael, remove these
beings from the earth.
Maitreya, kindness is the key,
all shades of kindness teach to me,
for I am now the open door,
the Art of Kindness to restore.
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Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.
9. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who hide the reality that the epic
struggle was not created by God and that it is a complete illusion. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth.
Maitreya, oh sweet mystery,
immersed in your reality,
the myst’ry school will now return,
for this, my heart does truly burn.
Maitreya, kindness is the cure,
in fires of kindness I am pure.
Maitreya, now release the fire,
that raises me forever higher.

Part 3
1. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who in their pride have made
themselves believe that they are powerful enough to be the
opponent of God and to threaten God’s plan. Archangel
Michael, remove these beings from the earth.
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Gautama, show my mental state
that does give rise to love and hate,
your exposé I do endure,
so my perception will be pure.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
2. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who promote the idea that the
devil is powerful enough to oppose God. Archangel Michael,
remove these beings from the earth.
Gautama, in your Flame of Peace,
the struggling self I now release,
the Buddha Nature I now see,
it is the core of you and me.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
3. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who hide the reality that they
have created both the devil and the false god being opposed.
Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth.
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Gautama, I am one with thee,
Mara’s demons do now flee,
your Presence like a soothing balm,
my mind and senses ever calm.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
4. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who have used the epic struggle
in many disguises in order to justify war. Archangel Michael,
remove these beings from the earth.
Gautama, I now take the vow,
to live in the eternal now,
with you I do transcend all time,
to live in present so sublime.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
5. Gautama Buddha, I call for the seven Archangels to cut
all people free from the illusions of the epic struggle and the
fanaticism that is its psychological consequence.
Gautama, I have no desire,
to nothing earthly I aspire,
in non-attachment I now rest,
passing Mara’s subtle test.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
6. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality that
any time human beings are able to override the mind-body
programming not to kill, they can do so only by going into
a fanatical state of mind. Archangel Michael, remove these
beings from the earth.
Gautama, I melt into you,
my mind is one, no longer two,
immersed in your resplendent glow,
Nirvana is all that I know.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
7. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality
that anyone who engages in war or believes it is justified is
in a fanatical state of mind. Archangel Michael, remove these
beings from the earth.
Gautama, in your timeless space,
I am immersed in Cosmic Grace,
I know the God beyond all form,
to world I will no more conform.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
8. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality that
fanaticism is the mindset that overrides the mind-body programming not to kill. Archangel Michael, remove these beings
from the earth.
Gautama, I am now awake,
I clearly see what is at stake,
and thus I claim my sacred right
to be on earth the Buddhic Light.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
9. Gautama Buddha, I call for the seven Archangels to cut free
all spiritual and religious people who have been deceived by the
fanatical mindset and project that the problem is “out there.”
Gautama, with your thunderbolt,
we give the earth a mighty jolt,
I know that some will understand,
and join the Buddha’s timeless band.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.

Part 4
1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality that anytime there is a conflict between two groups of people, and anytime that conflict is justified by ideas, those ideas produce the
fanatical mindset on both sides. Archangel Michael, remove
these beings from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I seek my place in love’s own choir,
with open hearts we sing your praise,
together we the earth do raise.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality that in
any war, both sides are controlled by the fallen beings in the
emotional, mental and identity realms. Archangel Michael,
remove these beings from the earth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
initiations I desire,
I am for you an electrode,
Shamballa is my true abode.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon
the fallen beings and demons who seek to hide the reality
that fanaticism is an artificial state of mind, deliberately and
maliciously created by the fallen beings in order to get human
beings to kill each other. Archangel Michael, remove these
beings from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I follow path that you require,
initiate me with your love,
the open door for Holy Dove.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
4. Sanat Kumara, I call for the seven Archangels to cut all people free to see that fanaticism can take many forms and that it
is always the mindset that leads to war.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
your great example all inspire,
with non-attachment and great mirth,
we give the earth a true rebirth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
5. Sanat Kumara, by the Christ within me, I hereby give the
seven Archangels the authority to remove the demons and
entities in the emotional, mental and identity realms who are
feeding off fanaticism and encouraging it so that people will
commit further atrocities as a result of the fanatical mindset.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are this planet’s purifier,
consume on earth all spirits dark,
reveal the inner Spirit Spark.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
6. Sanat Kumara, I call for the seven Archangels to cut free
all spiritual people to see that at this time we have an unprecedented opportunity to make the calls and authorize the
ascended masters and the Archangels to consume the energies
of fanaticism and to bind the demons and entities and take
them from the earth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are a cosmic amplifier,
the lower forces can’t withstand,
vibrations from Venusian band.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
fallen beings who are promoting fanaticism. I demand that
they are removed from the earth, both from physical incarnation and from the emotional, mental and identity realms. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
I am on earth your magnifier,
the flow of love I do restore,
my chakras are your open door.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the
rung of fallen beings who are ready to be removed from the
earth in this age. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from
the earth.
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
Venusian song the multiplier,
as we your love reverberate,
the densest minds we penetrate.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.
9. Sanat Kumara, I call for the seven Archangels to awaken
the 10,000 Christed beings in embodiment, so they can accept
their potential to remove war from the earth. Awaken them to
the reason they chose to be in embodiment at this time.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire,
you are for all the sanctifier,
the earth is now a holy place,
purified by cosmic grace.
Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray,
bring to earth a higher way,
light this planet with your fire,
clothe her in a new attire.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
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of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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19 | CLEARING THE ASTRAL PL ANE

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call
upon Mother Mary, Shiva and Astrea for the clearing of the
emotional octave, the astral plane, from all demons, entities
and fallen beings who are helping to start wars or preventing
people from stopping war and conflict. Awaken people to the
reality that we are spiritual beings and that we can co-create a
new future by working with the ascended masters. I especially
call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Beloved Shiva, cut all spiritual people free from the sense
that stopping war is impossible or too overwhelming. Help
them see that when we work with the ascended masters, stopping war is a doable task.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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2. Beloved Shiva, cut all people free to see that the fallen beings
see war as a tool for accomplishing certain goals. Cut people
free from the illusion that it is possible to stop war through
rational reasoning.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

3. Beloved Shiva, cut free all people to see that whereas most
people have a drive to stop war, there are beings in the three
higher realms, as well as some fallen beings in embodiment,
who have no drive to stop war.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

4. Beloved Shiva, cut free all people to see that the official
worldview is inadequate and does not give people knowledge
of the spiritual causes of war.
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O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

5. Beloved Shiva, cut the spiritual people free from all illusions
of thinking we have to fight the people who perpetuate war
and conflict.
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

6. Beloved Shiva, I call for the ascended masters to bind and
consume the demons in the astral plane, so that people in
embodiment can have a free choice to either stop their aggression or bring about their own judgment.
O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
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clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

7. Beloved Shiva, cut free the people in embodiment who are in
an, often unconscious, alliance with the fallen beings, and who
benefit from supporting those who create war and conflict.
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

8. Beloved Shiva, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
people in embodiment who perpetuate war and conflict. I call
for the ascended masters to set these people free from the
demons and entities in the astral plane.
O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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9. Beloved Shiva, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
people in embodiment who perpetuate war and conflict. In
accordance with the vision of Christ, I call for the ascended
masters to return their karma to them so they are unable to
perpetuate war and conflict.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,
with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

Part 2
1. Beloved Astrea, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all
people in embodiment who perpetuate war and conflict. I call
for the ascended masters to take them out of embodiment in
accordance with the vision of Christ.
Astrea, loving Being white,
your Presence is my pure delight,
your sword and circle white and blue,
the astral plane is cutting through.
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Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
2. Beloved Astrea, cut free all people in embodiment whose
minds have been taken over by the astral plane, causing them
to feel sympathy for the devil or other dark forces.
Astrea, calm the raging storm,
so purity will be the norm,
my aura filled with blue and white,
with shining armor, like a knight.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
3. Beloved Astrea, bind the fallen beings in embodiment who
feel sympathy for the demons they have created in past lifetimes, either through music or in other ways.
Astrea, come and cut me free,
from every binding entity,
let astral forces all be bound,
true freedom I have surely found.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
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4. Beloved Astrea, I hereby use my free will to decide that:
“Enough is enough.” The demons and entities in the astral
plane have had sufficient opportunity to influence this earth,
and by the authority of the Christ within me, I demand that
they be stopped instantly and that the astral plane be cleared.
Astrea, I sincerely urge,
from demons all, do me purge,
consume them all and take me higher,
I will endure your cleansing fire.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
5. Beloved Astrea, bind and consume all demons in the astral
plane who are stealing energy from human beings in embodiment or from souls trapped in the astral plane.
Astrea, do all spirits bind,
so that I am no longer blind,
I see the spirit and its twin,
the victory of Christ I win.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
6. Beloved Astrea, bind and consume the demons who were
created out of conflict and who are programmed to perpetuate
conflict indefinitely.
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Astrea, clear my every cell,
from energies of death and hell,
my body is now free to grow,
each cell emits an inner glow.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
7. Beloved Astrea, bind the demons who are programmed for
destruction, and who will continue to do everything they can
to get human beings to destroy each other, to destroy nature
and the planet upon which we live.
Astrea, clear my feeling mind,
in purity my peace I find,
with higher feeling you release,
I co-create in perfect peace.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
8. Beloved Astrea, I hereby authorize you and the seven Archangels to bind all demons programmed for war and destruction in the astral plane. Bind them with a net of light.
Astrea, clear my mental realm,
my Christ self always at the helm,
I see now how to manifest,
the matrix that for all is best.
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Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
9. Beloved Astrea, I hereby authorize you and the seven Archangels to consume the negative energy or to free the energy
from the negative matrix, so that the demons are dissolved
permanently.
Astrea, with great clarity,
I claim a new identity,
etheric blueprint I now see,
I co-create more consciously.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.

Part 3
1. Beloved Shiva, I hereby authorize you and all ascended masters to step in and bind the fallen beings trapped in the astral
plane. Consume the shell around their conscious selves so they
again have an opportunity to make free choices.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
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clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

2. Beloved Shiva, cut free all discarnate souls who are stuck in
the astral plane, so they can again have an opportunity to take
physical embodiment on earth or be taken to another planet.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

3. Beloved Shiva, cut free myself and all spiritual people from
any ties of loyalty to the fallen beings and any sympathy for the
fallen beings or the demons they have created.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.
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4. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume the fallen beings and
demons who are exploiting such ties in order to steal the
energy of spiritual people or prevent them from fulfilling their
Divine plans.
O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

5. Beloved Shiva, bind all fallen beings in the astral plane for
whom it is time to go to the second death. Take them to the
Lake of Sacred Fire for their final judgment so the earth can be
free of the downward pull of these lifestreams.
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

6. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume the fallen beings in the
astral plane who are stealing the energy of the souls stuck in the
astral plane or people in embodiment.
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O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

7. Beloved Shiva, I hereby authorize you and all ascended masters to cut free and heal all souls from the emotional wounds
caused by trauma from past lifetimes.
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

8. Beloved Shiva, heal all souls whose emotional bodies have
become so fragmented that they cannot take embodiment.
O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
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clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

9. Beloved Shiva, cut these souls and their soul parts free from
the astral plane so they can be whole and move on in their
spiritual unfoldment.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,
with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,
O Shiva,

clear the energy,
bring the synergy,
make all demons flee,
bring back peace to me.

Part 4
1. Beloved Astrea, set free all souls who have soul parts stuck
in certain physical locations, such as battlefields. Return those
soul parts so the people can again integrate fully with their
physical bodies.
Astrea, loving Being white,
your Presence is my pure delight,
your sword and circle white and blue,
the astral plane is cutting through.
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Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
2. Beloved Astrea, set free all souls who have mental illnesses
because their emotional bodies are so scattered that they cannot fully operate a physical body. Heal them so they can function naturally.
Astrea, calm the raging storm,
so purity will be the norm,
my aura filled with blue and white,
with shining armor, like a knight.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
3. Beloved Astrea, set free all souls who have emotional problems caused by a scattering of the emotional body. Cut free all
parts of their emotional bodies stuck in all levels of the astral
plane.
Astrea, come and cut me free,
from every binding entity,
let astral forces all be bound,
true freedom I have surely found.
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Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
4. Beloved Astrea, cut free all souls from any toxins that have
come into their emotional bodies. Consume the toxic energies
with your circle and sword of fire.
Astrea, I sincerely urge,
from demons all, do me purge,
consume them all and take me higher,
I will endure your cleansing fire.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
5. Beloved Astrea, cut free all souls from any “shrapnel” that
form hooks in their emotional bodies and keep them tied to
demons and entities in the astral plane. Bind and consume
those demons and entities.
Astrea, do all spirits bind,
so that I am no longer blind,
I see the spirit and its twin,
the victory of Christ I win.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
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6. Beloved Astrea, I hereby authorize you and all ascended
masters to go into the 33 levels of the astral plane and cut free
all souls who are stuck there and cannot even ask for assistance
to become free.
Astrea, clear my every cell,
from energies of death and hell,
my body is now free to grow,
each cell emits an inner glow.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
7. Beloved Astrea, cut free all spiritual people from the willful
ignorance that makes them unwilling to recognize the existence
and condition of the astral plane. Help them rediscover their
determination to make the calls and authorize the ascended
masters to clean up the astral plane.
Astrea, clear my feeling mind,
in purity my peace I find,
with higher feeling you release,
I co-create in perfect peace.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
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8. Beloved Astrea, cut free the top ten percent from the spiritual pride that infuses the New Age movement, most spiritual
movements and most religions on earth, namely the sense that
people in embodiment have the power to change the earth
without working with the ascended masters.
Astrea, clear my mental realm,
my Christ self always at the helm,
I see now how to manifest,
the matrix that for all is best.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
9. Beloved Astrea, cut free all of the spiritual people who chose
to come into embodiment in order to help clean up the astral
plane in this age. Awaken them to reconnect to the choices
they made so they can find their place as co-creators with the
ascended masters.
Astrea, with great clarity,
I claim a new identity,
etheric blueprint I now see,
I co-create more consciously.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
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Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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21 | CLEARING THE MENTAL REALM

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon
Mother Mary and Gautama Buddha to remove space from the
demons, entities and fallen beings in the mental realm who are
helping to start wars or preventing people from stopping war
and conflict. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual
beings and that we can co-create a new future by working with
the ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who seek to control or dominate human
beings by making them believe in ideas.
Gautama, show my mental state
that does give rise to love and hate,
your exposé I do endure,
so my perception will be pure.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
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2. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that the ends can justify the means through a particular religion, philosophy, branch
of science or political ideology.
Gautama, in your Flame of Peace,
the struggling self I now release,
the Buddha Nature I now see,
it is the core of you and me.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
3. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that the goal of winning an epic struggle or establishing an ideal society justifies
war and the killing of human beings.
Gautama, I am one with thee,
Mara’s demons do now flee,
your Presence like a soothing balm,
my mind and senses ever calm.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
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4. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that an overall, collective goal is more important than the freedom and life of an
individual human being.
Gautama, I now take the vow,
to live in the eternal now,
with you I do transcend all time,
to live in present so sublime.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
5. Gautama Buddha, awaken all spiritual people so they can see
through the subtle ideas created by the fallen beings through a
perversion of a true principle. Help them see that the interests
of the collective should never override the spiritual growth of
the individual.
Gautama, I have no desire,
to nothing earthly I aspire,
in non-attachment I now rest,
passing Mara’s subtle test.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
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6. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who seek to force people to come together
and shut off their individuality and creative flow.
Gautama, I melt into you,
my mind is one, no longer two,
immersed in your resplendent glow,
Nirvana is all that I know.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
7. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that in order to achieve
a collective end, we need to suppress our divine individuality
because we need to live up to a standard that they have defined.
Gautama, in your timeless space,
I am immersed in Cosmic Grace,
I know the God beyond all form,
to world I will no more conform.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
8. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that we need to come
into a state of “harmony” through sameness by suppressing
the individuality given to us by God.
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Gautama, I am now awake,
I clearly see what is at stake,
and thus I claim my sacred right
to be on earth the Buddhic Light.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
9. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote ideas of sameness in order
to make it easier for them to control us by making us more
predictable.
Gautama, with your thunderbolt,
we give the earth a mighty jolt,
I know that some will understand,
and join the Buddha’s timeless band.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.

Part 2
1. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who seek to control people because it gives
them a sense of power.
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Gautama, show my mental state
that does give rise to love and hate,
your exposé I do endure,
so my perception will be pure.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
2. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who are not accepting the limitations of their
power because they are deceived by the intellect and believe
they can manipulate the universe into functioning according
to their ideas.
Gautama, in your Flame of Peace,
the struggling self I now release,
the Buddha Nature I now see,
it is the core of you and me.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
3. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who do not believe there are any boundaries
that are immovable, and who think that if they can define the
right idea, they can force the universe to comply with that idea.
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Gautama, I am one with thee,
Mara’s demons do now flee,
your Presence like a soothing balm,
my mind and senses ever calm.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
4. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who are willing to take any measures in order
to force people to conform to ideas.
Gautama, I now take the vow,
to live in the eternal now,
with you I do transcend all time,
to live in present so sublime.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
5. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that establishing the
dominance of a certain idea or thought system is so important that it justifies the killing of almost any number of human
beings.
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Gautama, I have no desire,
to nothing earthly I aspire,
in non-attachment I now rest,
passing Mara’s subtle test.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
6. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who want to limit the human population
because they think that the more people there are in embodiment, the more difficult it becomes to control them.
Gautama, I melt into you,
my mind is one, no longer two,
immersed in your resplendent glow,
Nirvana is all that I know.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
7. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who believe that with the advent of modern
technology, they will have much better means for controlling
a larger population.
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Gautama, in your timeless space,
I am immersed in Cosmic Grace,
I know the God beyond all form,
to world I will no more conform.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
8. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who have taken over the mass media and use
it as a means for control.
Gautama, I am now awake,
I clearly see what is at stake,
and thus I claim my sacred right
to be on earth the Buddhic Light.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
9. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in the
mental realm who have taken over the educational establishments of the world and use them as a platform for introducing
the ideas that they think will allow them to control people.
Gautama, with your thunderbolt,
we give the earth a mighty jolt,
I know that some will understand,
and join the Buddha’s timeless band.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.

Part 3
1. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who form two groups that promote opposing
ideas and who each believe they are promoting the only true
idea and that it is their job to destroy those who promote the
opposing idea.
Gautama, show my mental state
that does give rise to love and hate,
your exposé I do endure,
so my perception will be pure.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
2. Gautama Buddha, awaken all spiritual people to see the
fallacy of this dualistic approach and how it is impossible for
the fallen beings to establish the ideal society through control.
Control can never establish a permanent society on earth.
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Gautama, in your Flame of Peace,
the struggling self I now release,
the Buddha Nature I now see,
it is the core of you and me.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
3. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who are promoting the ideas behind both
communism and capitalism.
Gautama, I am one with thee,
Mara’s demons do now flee,
your Presence like a soothing balm,
my mind and senses ever calm.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
4. Gautama Buddha, awaken the spiritual people to see that the
alternative to the fallen beings and their ideas is that we establish a direct contact with the ascended masters and bring forth
ideas that will allow us to create a sustainable society.
Gautama, I now take the vow,
to live in the eternal now,
with you I do transcend all time,
to live in present so sublime.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
5. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who do not want people to do what is best
for them. They want them to do less than what is best for them
so they can take advantage of them.
Gautama, I have no desire,
to nothing earthly I aspire,
in non-attachment I now rest,
passing Mara’s subtle test.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
6. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who know they need to fool people in order
to maintain control, and who keep coming up with ideas that
can fool people.
Gautama, I melt into you,
my mind is one, no longer two,
immersed in your resplendent glow,
Nirvana is all that I know.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
7. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who seek to maintain flawed systems by getting spiritual people to believe in them and thereby give their
energies to upholding the system.
Gautama, in your timeless space,
I am immersed in Cosmic Grace,
I know the God beyond all form,
to world I will no more conform.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
8. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the entities and
demons in the mental realm and cut free the spiritual people
and the general population from the lies and deceptions of the
fallen beings.
Gautama, I am now awake,
I clearly see what is at stake,
and thus I claim my sacred right
to be on earth the Buddhic Light.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
9. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who control intellectual people. Remove
space from those human beings in embodiment who are completely taken over by the fallen beings in the mental realm and
will not let go of the sense of superiority it gives them.
Gautama, with your thunderbolt,
we give the earth a mighty jolt,
I know that some will understand,
and join the Buddha’s timeless band.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.

Part 4
1. Gautama Buddha, expose the lies and ideas presented by
the fallen beings, and expose the institutions that have become
dominated by the fallen beings.
Gautama, show my mental state
that does give rise to love and hate,
your exposé I do endure,
so my perception will be pure.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
2. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who have understood the nature and the limitations of the human intellect and who have understood how
to take advantage of it when it comes to controlling human
beings.
Gautama, in your Flame of Peace,
the struggling self I now release,
the Buddha Nature I now see,
it is the core of you and me.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
3. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings and
demons at the physical level, the emotional level, the mental
level and the identity level who oppose the teachings of the
ascended masters.
Gautama, I am one with thee,
Mara’s demons do now flee,
your Presence like a soothing balm,
my mind and senses ever calm.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
4. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that there must be
a materialistic explanation for everything and society should
accept only what can be proven through material means.
Gautama, I now take the vow,
to live in the eternal now,
with you I do transcend all time,
to live in present so sublime.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
5. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the very subtle ideas that prevent people from questioning the establishment in all areas of
society.
Gautama, I have no desire,
to nothing earthly I aspire,
in non-attachment I now rest,
passing Mara’s subtle test.
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Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
6. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that science does not
need to seriously investigate the human mind or consciousness.
Gautama, I melt into you,
my mind is one, no longer two,
immersed in your resplendent glow,
Nirvana is all that I know.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
7. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who promote the idea that consciousness
can only be subjective and that only materialistic proof can be
objective.
Gautama, in your timeless space,
I am immersed in Cosmic Grace,
I know the God beyond all form,
to world I will no more conform.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
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8. Gautama Buddha, remove space from the fallen beings in
the mental realm who use the educational establishments of
the world to promote the idea that there is a standard for what
is valid knowledge and what is invalid knowledge and that this
standard has to be defined in materialistic terms.
Gautama, I am now awake,
I clearly see what is at stake,
and thus I claim my sacred right
to be on earth the Buddhic Light.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
9. Gautama Buddha, by the Christ within me, I hereby give
authority to the ascended masters to step in and bind, consume
and remove the energies, the entities and the fallen beings in
the mental realm so that this planet can be set free from the
limitations of materialism.
Gautama, with your thunderbolt,
we give the earth a mighty jolt,
I know that some will understand,
and join the Buddha’s timeless band.
Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace,
unruly thoughts do hereby cease,
we radiate from you and me
the peace to still Samsara’s Sea.
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Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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23 | CLEARING THE IDENTIT Y
O CTAVE

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon
Mother Mary, Alpha and Omega for the clearing of the identity realm from all demons, entities and fallen beings who are
helping to start wars or preventing people from stopping war
and conflict. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual
beings and that we can co-create a new future by working with
the ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who have taken the unconditional
command “Thou shall not kill” and turned it into a relative
statement where killing is acceptable based on their conditions.
Beloved Alpha, God’s great plan,
in Central Sun it all began,
what wondrous vision of a world,
the cosmic spheres were then unfurled.
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Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
2. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the people in embodiment who have been able to attune to the fallen
beings in the identity realm.
Beloved Alpha, serve the All,
this is Creator’s timeless call,
from out Creator’s perfect whole,
sprang lifestreams with a sacred goal.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
3. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who used St. Augustine and other
church fathers to bring forth the false ideas behind the Catholic Church.
Beloved Alpha, all was one,
as we were sent from Central Sun,
to you we shall in time return,
for cosmic union we do yearn.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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4. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the idea that human
beings are fundamentally flawed because they were created
that way by God.
Beloved Alpha, I now see,
you with Omega form the key,
it was from your polarity,
that I received identity.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
5. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the idea that something has gone wrong with God’s creation, that there is a flaw
in God’s design.
Beloved Alpha, cosmic gate,
the nexus of your figure-eight,
I sprang from Cosmic Cube so bright,
I am at heart a spark of light.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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6. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the idea that God
made a mistake and that someone needs to correct that mistake, namely themselves.
Beloved Alpha, from your womb,
I did descend to matter’s tomb,
but buried I will be no more,
my inner vision you restore.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
7. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the idea that God
made a mistake by giving self-aware beings free will and the
option to go against the growth process of the cosmos.
Beloved Alpha, I now know,
the love you did on me bestow,
a co-creator, I will bring,
the light to make all matter sing.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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8. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the idea that we
are nothing more than evolved animals, that our sense of
self-awareness and consciousness is a product of mechanical
processes in the physical brain.
Beloved Alpha, on this earth,
a new age we are giving birth,
for we are here to bring the love,
that you are sending from Above.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
9. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the idea that we are
not only sinners or material beings, but we are separate beings.
Beloved Alpha, you and me,
we form a true polarity,
as up Above, so here below,
with life’s own river I do flow.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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Part 2
1. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the idea that a guru
has special qualities and we should follow that guru because he
or she is so special.
Omega, I now meditate,
upon your throne in cosmic gate.
I’m born out of the figure-eight,
that Alpha and you co-create.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
2. Beloved Omega, awaken all spiritual people from the tendency to follow the false gurus of the fallen beings, so they
can say: “I do not want one of these fallen gurus. I want an
ascended master as my guide, as my teacher, as my guru.”
Omega, in your sacred space,
my cosmic parents I embrace.
I see that it is such a grace,
that I take part in cosmic race.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
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3. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who deny the reality that we are
extensions of the Creator’s being, that we are extensions of the
ascended masters, that we are spiritual beings, that we are sons
or daughters of God.
Omega in the Central Sun,
you show me life is cosmic fun.
And thus a victory is won,
my homeward journey has begun.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
4. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who want us to deny our Christ
potential, our potential to know the underlying reality that all
life is one, that God is everywhere, that nothing can be separated from God’s creation.
Omega, femininity
is doorway to infinity.
With you I have affinity,
to know my own divinity.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
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5. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who control the false gurus in the
world. I call forth your judgment upon the false gurus who are
able to tune in to the fallen beings in the identity realm and
who are leading those astray who have the potential to manifest personal Christhood.
Omega, in your cosmic flow,
my plan divine I clearly know.
My heart is now a lamp aglow,
as love on all I do bestow.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
6. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm and the false gurus in embodiment
who promote the idea that we can perfect the separate self and
force God to allow it into the ascended realm.
Omega, cosmic Mother Flame,
this is the light from which I came.
As I take part in cosmic game,
Christ victory I do proclaim.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
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7. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm and the false gurus in embodiment
who seek to lead those who begin to awaken onto the false
path, so they seek to raise up the separate self instead of letting
it die.
Omega, I now comprehend,
why I did to earth descend.
And thus I fully do intend,
to help this planet to ascend.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
8. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who believe that if they can get
enough people on earth to follow their false ideas, then God
will be forced to acknowledge their superiority and allow them
not only to enter heaven but to also have power over the unascended lifestreams on earth and other planets.
Omega, I do now aspire,
to join the ranks of cosmic choir.
My heart burns with a Christic fire,
that is this planet’s sanctifier.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
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9. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who dream of being the masters of
the entire universe, those who have anger against the people
on earth who will not follow them blindly.
Omega, my heart is ablaze,
my life is in an upward phase.
Come teach me now the secret phrase,
so that I can this planet raise.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.

Part 3
1. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who do everything they can to distort people’s sense of identity, to prevent us from claiming our
Christhood while we are in embodiment.
Beloved Alpha, God’s great plan,
in Central Sun it all began,
what wondrous vision of a world,
the cosmic spheres were then unfurled.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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2. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who seek to control all people
on earth, but who are willing to kill all those who cannot be
controlled.
Beloved Alpha, serve the All,
this is Creator’s timeless call,
from out Creator’s perfect whole,
sprang lifestreams with a sacred goal.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
3. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who are not driven primarily by a
desire to control people on earth, but by a desire to control
God.
Beloved Alpha, all was one,
as we were sent from Central Sun,
to you we shall in time return,
for cosmic union we do yearn.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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4. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who are feeling high and mighty
because they feel they have immense power, knowledge,
insight and ability to deceive and control.
Beloved Alpha, I now see,
you with Omega form the key,
it was from your polarity,
that I received identity.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
5. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who know the reality of the law
that they do not have any authority over planet earth because
that authority rests with the lifestreams who are in physical
embodiment.
Beloved Alpha, cosmic gate,
the nexus of your figure-eight,
I sprang from Cosmic Cube so bright,
I am at heart a spark of light.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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6. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who appear benign, advanced,
masterful and powerful because they are very skilled at using
the intellect and coming up with reasoning and ideas.
Beloved Alpha, from your womb,
I did descend to matter’s tomb,
but buried I will be no more,
my inner vision you restore.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
7. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the idea that the
Catholic Church is the only means to salvation, thereby promoting an external salvation.
Beloved Alpha, I now know,
the love you did on me bestow,
a co-creator, I will bring,
the light to make all matter sing.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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8. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the ideas behind
Marxism and Communism on one side and Capitalism on the
other side.
Beloved Alpha, on this earth,
a new age we are giving birth,
for we are here to bring the love,
that you are sending from Above.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
9. Beloved Alpha, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the ideas behind
Darwin’s theory of evolution, the idea that we are evolved animals and the idea of the survival of the fittest.
Beloved Alpha, you and me,
we form a true polarity,
as up Above, so here below,
with life’s own river I do flow.
Beloved Alpha, in your light,
I now see God with inner sight,
as man I will no longer live,
my life to God I fully give.
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Part 4
1. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who promote the materialistic
mindset, claiming to liberate the minds of human beings from
the dogmas and doctrines of the Catholic Church, the dogmas
they themselves had created.
Omega, I now meditate,
upon your throne in cosmic gate.
I’m born out of the figure-eight,
that Alpha and you co-create.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
2. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who are putting on a facade of
working for a benign, beneficial cause, but they would kill all
people on earth if they could not control them.
Omega, in your sacred space,
my cosmic parents I embrace.
I see that it is such a grace,
that I take part in cosmic race.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
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3. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who have the overall agenda of
wanting to prove God wrong by proving free will wrong, by
proving that free will leads to disastrous consequences.
Omega in the Central Sun,
you show me life is cosmic fun.
And thus a victory is won,
my homeward journey has begun.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
4. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who think that, if they can get all
human beings on earth to enter a completely self-destructive
spiral, then they will have ultimately proven that free will has
such drastic consequences that it must be a mistake.
Omega, femininity
is doorway to infinity.
With you I have affinity,
to know my own divinity.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
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5. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who appear benign, benevolent
and masterful, but still have such anger against God that they
are ultimately willing to kill all human beings on earth. They
are willing to have them kill each other and even to destroy the
entire planet in order to prove their point.
Omega, in your cosmic flow,
my plan divine I clearly know.
My heart is now a lamp aglow,
as love on all I do bestow.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
6. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who appear to be sophisticated
and masterful, but who have the most extreme insensitivity
towards human beings.
Omega, cosmic Mother Flame,
this is the light from which I came.
As I take part in cosmic game,
Christ victory I do proclaim.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
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7. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm who look upon human beings as
tools, and who are willing to destroy what they cannot control.
Omega, I now comprehend,
why I did to earth descend.
And thus I fully do intend,
to help this planet to ascend.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
8. Beloved Omega, I call forth your judgment upon the fallen
beings in the identity realm and the entire structure below
them, the false pyramid, the pyramid of death. I call forth your
judgment upon the beings in the mental realm, the beings in
the astral plane and the people in embodiment who are controlled by the fallen beings in the identity realm.
Omega, I do now aspire,
to join the ranks of cosmic choir.
My heart burns with a Christic fire,
that is this planet’s sanctifier.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.
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9. Beloved Omega, I hereby use the authority of Christ within
me to declare: “I have had enough of war on earth. It is absolutely unacceptable and intolerable to me that war continues
to happen on this planet. I will no longer accept war on planet
earth.”
Omega, my heart is ablaze,
my life is in an upward phase.
Come teach me now the secret phrase,
so that I can this planet raise.
O Song of Life, you vitalize,
all hearts you truly synchronize.
O Sacred Sound, you alchemize,
turn earth into a paradise.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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25 | PROTECTION FROM DARK
FORCES

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon
Mother Mary, Archangel Michael, Astrea and Saint Germain
to help us accelerate ourselves beyond the reach of the dark
forces. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual beings
and that we can co-create a new future by working with the
ascended masters. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]

Part 1
1. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of physical accidents, mishaps or
acts of violence.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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2. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of disease or problems with the
physical body.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of emotional projections causing
erratic or insane behavior.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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4. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of emotional projections causing
depression or a sense of discouragement.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of mental projections causing
confusion or mental instability.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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6. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of mental projections causing
fanaticism or closed-mindedness.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of identity projections causing
attachments to certain belief systems.
Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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8. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of identity projections causing an
identity crisis or fanaticism.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, I accept your total protection for myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any backlash from
the fallen beings in the form of any opposition to our spiritual
growth.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
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Part 2
1. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are cutting free myself and
all people in my circle of influence from any fallen beings in
embodiment or any people controlled by fallen beings in the
three higher octaves.
Astrea, loving Being white,
your Presence is my pure delight,
your sword and circle white and blue,
the astral plane is cutting through.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
2. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are cutting free myself
and all people in my circle of influence from any fallen beings,
demons or entities in the astral plane.
Astrea, calm the raging storm,
so purity will be the norm,
my aura filled with blue and white,
with shining armor, like a knight.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
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3. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are cutting free myself and
all people in my circle of influence from any fallen beings or
demons in the mental realm.
Astrea, come and cut me free,
from every binding entity,
let astral forces all be bound,
true freedom I have surely found.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
4. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are cutting free myself and
all people in my circle of influence from any fallen beings or
demons in the identity octave.
Astrea, I sincerely urge,
from demons all, do me purge,
consume them all and take me higher,
I will endure your cleansing fire.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
5. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are binding and consuming the demons and fallen beings in the astral plane who are
attacking myself or any people in my circle of influence as an
act of revenge for me making the calls for putting a stop to
war.
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Astrea, do all spirits bind,
so that I am no longer blind,
I see the spirit and its twin,
the victory of Christ I win.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
6. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are binding and consuming the demons and fallen beings in the mental realm who are
attacking myself or any people in my circle of influence as an
act of revenge for me making the calls for putting a stop to
war.
Astrea, clear my every cell,
from energies of death and hell,
my body is now free to grow,
each cell emits an inner glow.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
7. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are binding and consuming the demons and fallen beings in the identity realm who are
attacking myself or any people in my circle of influence as an
act of revenge for me making the calls for putting a stop to
war.
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Astrea, clear my feeling mind,
in purity my peace I find,
with higher feeling you release,
I co-create in perfect peace.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
8. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are binding and consuming the demons and fallen beings who are aggressively seeking
to discourage me from doing the work that will lead to their
removal from the earth.
Astrea, clear my mental realm,
my Christ self always at the helm,
I see now how to manifest,
the matrix that for all is best.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
9. Beloved Astrea, I accept that you are binding and consuming the demons and fallen beings who are seeking to prevent
anyone from using the teachings and tools of the ascended
masters that will lead to their removal from the earth.
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Astrea, with great clarity,
I claim a new identity,
etheric blueprint I now see,
I co-create more consciously.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.

Part 3
1. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend all physical habits that are making us vulnerable to the attacks of the
demons and fallen beings in all for octaves.
O blessed Mary, Mother mine,
there is no greater love than thine,
as we are one in heart and mind,
my place in hierarchy I find.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
2. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend all emotional patterns that are making us vulnerable to the attacks of
the demons and fallen beings in all for octaves.
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I came to earth from heaven sent,
as I am in embodiment,
I use Divine authority,
commanding you to set earth free.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
3. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend all mental
illusions that are making us vulnerable to the attacks of the
demons and fallen beings in all for octaves.
I call now in God’s sacred name,
for you to use your Mother Flame,
to burn all fear-based energy,
restoring sacred harmony.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
4. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend all false
sense of identity that is making us vulnerable to the attacks of
the demons and fallen beings in all for octaves.
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Your sacred name I hereby praise,
collective consciousness you raise,
no more of fear and doubt and shame,
consume it with your Mother Flame.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
5. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend any tendency to think we are in opposition to the fallen beings or
other people.
All darkness from the earth you purge,
your light moves as a mighty surge,
no force of darkness can now stop,
the spiral that goes only up.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
6. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend any tendency to think we have to live an extremist or unbalanced lifestyle in order to fulfill our Divine plans.
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All elemental life you bless,
removing from them man-made stress,
the nature spirits are now free,
outpicturing Divine decree.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
7. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend any tendency to go into a mindset where we produce inharmonious
energies that actually feed the forces of war.
I raise my voice and take my stand,
a stop to war I do command,
no more shall warring scar the earth,
a golden age is given birth.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
8. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend the intent of
the fallen beings to force us to go towards greater and greater
extremes in order to defeat an enemy.
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As Mother Earth is free at last,
disasters belong to the past,
your Mother Light is so intense,
that matter is now far less dense.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
9. Mother Mary, I accept that you are helping myself and all
people in my circle of influence see and transcend any imbalance in the three higher bodies that leads to imbalances at the
physical level.
In Mother Light the earth is pure,
the upward spiral will endure,
prosperity is now the norm,
God’s vision manifest as form.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.

Part 4
1. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the lives of
myself and all people in my circle of influence. Transmute any
karmic vulnerability to physical accidents, mishaps or other
events that block our Divine plans.
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O Saint Germain, you do inspire,
my vision raised forever higher,
with you I form a figure-eight,
your Golden Age I co-create.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
2. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the physical bodies of myself and all people in my circle of influence.
Transmute any karmic vulnerability to physical diseases or
bodily imbalances that block our Divine plans.
O Saint Germain, what Freedom Flame,
released when we recite your name,
acceleration is your gift,
our planet it will surely lift.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
3. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the emotional bodies of myself and all people in my circle of influence.
Transmute any karmic ties to any beings in the emotional octave
and any tendency for depression or emotional instability.
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O Saint Germain, in love we claim,
our right to bring your violet flame,
from you Above, to us below,
it is an all-transforming flow.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
4. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the mental bodies of myself and all people in my circle of influence.
Transmute any karmic ties to any beings in the mental octave
and any tendency for confusion or lack of clarity.
O Saint Germain, I love you so,
my aura filled with violet glow,
my chakras filled with violet fire,
I am your cosmic amplifier.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
5. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the identity bodies of myself and all people in my circle of influence.
Transmute any karmic ties to any beings in the identity octave
and any tendency for fanaticism or closed-mindedness.
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O Saint Germain, I am now free,
your violet flame is therapy,
transform all hang-ups in my mind,
as inner peace I surely find.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
6. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the lives of
myself and all people in my circle of influence. Transmute any
karmic vulnerability that prevents us from walking a balanced
path and living a balanced life.
O Saint Germain, my body pure,
your violet flame for all is cure,
consume the cause of all disease,
and therefore I am all at ease.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
7. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the lives of
myself and all people in my circle of influence. Transmute any
karmic vulnerability that prevents us from finding the personal
inner balance that allows us to make the calls that give the
ascended masters the authority to remove war from the earth.
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O Saint Germain, I’m karma-free,
the past no longer burdens me,
a brand new opportunity,
I am in Christic unity.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
8. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the lives of
myself and all people in my circle of influence. Transmute any
illusion in our own consciousness that makes us vulnerable to
the energies and attacks from the dark forces.
O Saint Germain, we are now one,
I am for you a violet sun,
as we transform this planet earth,
your Golden Age is given birth.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.
9. Saint Germain, send oceans of violet flame into the lives of
myself and all people in my circle of influence. Transmute any
karmic vulnerability and energies so that the fallen beings can
no longer hurt us because we have accelerated our consciousness beyond their reach.
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O Saint Germain, the earth is free,
from burden of duality,
in oneness we bring what is best,
your Golden Age is manifest.
O Saint Germain, what love you bring,
it truly makes all matter sing,
your violet flame does all restore,
with you we are becoming more.

Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form an impenetrable shield
around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all
fear-based energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light
of God is consuming and transforming all fear-based energies
that make up the forces behind war!
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